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Preparation of deeds final hurdle in land swap deal
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Slat/ Writ*,
The preparation of deeds is all that is between the Murray
City Park and a windfall of 575,0(X), according to city
officials.
The money, which will go toward improvements at the two
city parks, stems from a trade of a portion of park property to
local investors in exchange for a similar tract of land and the
$75,000 contribution.
Deeds for the two tracts of land are currently with attorneys
for preparation, according to City Planner Don Elias. The

deeds should be returned and swapped sometime next week
The money should be deposited in the park's account pos
sibly thrbugh two checks, one to the city and one to the county, which share joint ownership of the park, Elias said
A, list_ of prioritized park improvements to he paid for from
the money includes a new picnic shelter, development of two
ballfields, the establishment of a "Friends of the Park" prog •
ram, resurfacing of the park's rear parking lot, upgrading of
the parking lot behind the park office, development of a parking lot at the existing t-ball field site at the old park, renovation of the park office and the development of a ditehline on
the south side of road to the park's soccer fields.

WORLD

he's a 'unifier of people'
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

STATE
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Local
school districts now can apply
for state funds to create local
centers to assist students at risk
of failing and their families, the
Cabinet for Human Resources
said Tuesday. Requests for
proposals to establish the centers at individual schools have
been mailed to Kentucky's 176
districts, the cabinet said in a
statement.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — Glenn Davis
and Kelly Gruber joined the 53
million club as nine players in
salary arbitration agreed to new
contracts. Davis and Baltimore
settled at $3,275,000. Gruber
became the top-paid third baseman in baseball when the Toronto Blue Jays agreed to an SI I
million, three-year deal.

I3USINESS
WASHINGTON — President
Bush conceded that the recession is causing "genuinc economic distress" but predicted a
quick recovery that could well
exceed the record-breaking
expansion of the 1980s.

FORECAST
Breezy and colder tonight
with a 30 percent chance of
evening showers. Lows in the
upper 30s. Northwest wind 10 to
20 mph. Partly cloudy and cold
Thursday. Highs around 40.
••

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.1, 0.0 below 316.8, +0.5
Barkley Lake
355.0, -0.2 below 323.0, +1.3
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

be set as;,_.
Part ot the money will ,;,
eral and state improvement grants. accord.•
Park officials will also likely use the 7.
new territory, a 12-acre tract of
shore of Bee Creek on the new ;..:7k
The land, mostly grassland, will n,„•ed
work before being suitable for ;
Local developers, in con,,•..
Nashville, have announced the
$9 million multi-business ma
core drillings are favorah , ,
Drillintts are set `.or tr,

Joe Clark tells MSU crowd

BEIJING -- Authorities have
freed a journalist and a former
U.S. college student jailed in
Shanghai for their roles in
1989's democracy movement, a
government official said today.
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Kentucky State Police Capt. John Witt offers a proposal for enhanced 911 emergency telephone service to
the Calloway County Fiscal Court Monday. The system, which will include Calloway, Graves, Ballard,
Fulton and Hickman counties, would cost telephone customers $1 a month, Witt said. Both the„ court and
Murray City Council will review the proposal in a joint meeting March 12.

Court to review enhanced 911 service
before emergency system can be adopted
The proposal includes a link -up
of five Jackson Purchase counties
-- Calloway, Graves, Ballard, Fulton and Hickman -- for cost effectiveness, according to KSP Capt.
John Witt. The proposal excludes
Carlisle County which dropped out
after earlier expressing interest in
the regional system, he said.
The system, which would give
police dispatchers immediate information concerning the location of
911 callers, will cost the approxi

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledgor & Times Stott Writer
After seven months of investigation, a Kentucky State Police proposal for enhanced 911' emergency
telephone service in Calloway
County is on the table.
But the Calloway County Fiscal
Court, which heard the proposal
Monday, said further review will
be necessary before the system can
be adopted.

Attendance policy concern
of parents at school board
administrators. However, in the
case of primary children, there also
is flexibility in the policy, permitting discretion of the principal to
be used in certain cases. In this
event, the principal must review
such factors as the child's past
attendance records, Rose said.
In other business the board:
—Approved funding of the
remaining figure of the Kentucky
Arts Council Grant providing special instruction for Southwest
Elementary in the area of visual
arts and for Calloway County
Middle School in performing arts.
The funds will accomodate a guest
in the specified areas of study to
visit the school for approximately
one week. The state council will
pay an allotted sum, with the local
district making up the additional
cost.
—Passed motion permitting the
construction payment of
$138,656.70 for work at East
Elementary and $14,209.20 for
additions to be made at the board

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Times Stitt Writs(
The Calloway County School
Board met in regular session Tuesday morning and discussed with
two parents who were present, the
question of whether or not the
attendance policy was appropriate
to the needs of elementary school
children.
The policy allows for elementary
school students to miss a maximum
of six days, before .a doctor's
notice is required, whereas, in the
case of middle and high school students, a total of eight days of
absences is allowed.
Previously, the Calloway County
School System's policy considered
one illness as one absence, regardless of how long that particular illness might extend, within a reasonable period. However, there was
some abuse with this former policy, Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
said.
Then the policy was determined
by input from a group including
parents, students, teachers and

(Cont'd on page 2)
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mate 40,000 phone sunscribers in
those counties $I a month. Witt
said.
Estimated start-up costs. which
include the purchase of equipment,
spare parts, installation, telephone
fees and personnel costs, will total
about S773,437, approximately
$51,000 of which will be paid for
by the KSP.
Monthly upkeep will run about
(Cont'd on page 2)

Joe Clark, the subject of Lean
On Mc, a Warner Brothers film.
visited the Murray State University
campus Tuesday and spoke candidly before a crowd of about $00
people.
Clark, former principal Of
side High School in Paterson, New
Jersey, cleaned up a school from
which five principals before him
had liven up. When Clark entered
the campus in 1982. the school was
predominantly black and Hispanic,
rampant with drugs and violence
unt:1 Clark, accompanied by his
bullhorn and Louisville Slugger
baseball bat conquered the student
body through discipline and
encouragement.
The hat signifies, that "kids, it is
your turn at bat. Are you gonna
strike out, or hit a homerun," Clark
said. •
"If you end up being nothing in
life, blame it on yourself." Clark
said, "honor, good common sense,
honesty and integrity will eliminate,.
the problems that are itching away
at the souls of our nation."
Clark said he has now left education, "specifically because the
whale (Clark) had outgrAn the
ocean. I have done all that 1 could
have conceivably done." He now
lectures 50 to 60 times a year. 116'.
said he feels he can reach more
people through lectures. and added
that he wants to be a "unifier of
people."
An avid endorser of the
"Voucher System" of education,
Clark said that he feels it is the
best solution to the education problem. The proposal is for $2,000 to

Joe Clark
Lectures at MSU
be 4otted to parents i)1
and they should determine whether
their child attends a public or parochial school. This system. woul
also promote another stance Clark
takes.''You can not end discrimination by discrimination. All people need to be able to participate in
the mainstream and live by equality
and fairness," Clark said.
Education must be upgraded
rather than brought down to the
common level and made easier.
Because when these students get
out in the world, they still will not
have the skills to compete.
Public education has become
"brain dead." we mast empower
parents to have money and an open
market, so parents can choose
where to send students, he said.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Men of the year

Pictured from left are Pat Scott, officer of the year, and J.D. Paschall, firefighter of the year with James
Hornbuckle, fire chief. The two men were presented a trophy by Hornbuckle, Tuesday afternoon based
upon votes by colleagues, for their efforts and hard work, according to officials at the fire department.
The men were honored recently.
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Hundreds reported killed in hit on Baghdad bomb shelter
By GEORGE ESPER
AP fleeced Correspondent

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia — In
what would be the single biggest
loss of civilian life reported so far
in the allied air war, missiles
slammed into a Baghdad bomb
shelter today and witnesses said
about 400 people were killed.
As the war turned four weeks
old, the White House responded
coolly to an indication from Iraq
that it might be willing to talk
peace. saying there could be no
retreat from the demand that Iraq
get out of Kuwait.
Meanwhile. U.S. military officials in the Saudi capital of Riyadh
said Iraq, has managed to rig
makeshift military communications
and supply links despite allied
tlombing aimed at smashing them
- They said the Iraqis were drawing
xi long battlefield experience in
Ve

The bomb shelter hit today
during 12 hours of intense air raids
on Baghdad -- was also a legacy
of the Iran-Iraq war, one of five big
shelters built in the capital during
that conflict.
Witnesses said the entrance to
the shelter in the middle-class residential al-Amerieh district took
direct hits from at least two missiles fired by allied warplanes
before dawn. The missiles pierced
nine feet of concrete.
Reporters taken to the scene several hours later by government officials counted more than 40 charred
bodies laid out on the ground.
At a Baghdad hospital where the
injured were taken. 17-year-old
Omar Adnan, badly burned, said he
was the only survivor of his family
of six. AP correspondent Salah
Nasrawt reported from the Iraqi
capital
"I was sleeping and suddenly I
felt heat and the blanket was hurn-

*Striving to meet the changing needs of the
family, in today's society.
*Dedicated to providing PROFESSIONAL
and INDIVIDUAL attention to those we Serl.V.
*Continuing the proud TRADITION of
EXCELLENCE in funeral service.

Karen and Terry Isaacs, owners of fit. Churchill
Funeral Home, offer you, at no obligation, two
consultation services:
I Pre-plannmx All arransemc, • made inadZt111,,
•
thr‘qqh the three plans theld
,i4t zeh,e
II Pre-counciltn . Talkin eith
;, •
•
.1 "'Pt'
evare
r,

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S 3rd Street

-R3-2411

Murray

ing," Adnan said. "I turned to try
and touch my mother who was next
to me but grabbed nothing but a
piece of flesh.'
Hours after the attack, the shelter
was still ablaze, and firemen
struggled to extinguish the flames.
A senior civil defense official said
scores of people remained buried in
the rubble but there was no hope of
finding anyone alive.
Health Minister Abdel-Salam
Mohammed Saeed told reporters
that there were 1,000 people inside
the shelter, but rescuers and residents of the district said 400 and
500 people had been inside.
in the overnight raids, telecommunications centers in the alJadrieh and al-Jamlieh districts
were hit, as was the government's
Palace of Conferences.
Even before today's hit on the
shelter. Iraq had claimed thousands
of civilian casualties in the allied
air raids. U.S. officials have said

the Iraqi figures were probably
inflated.
A Pentagon official, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said the
U.S. military could not immediately confirm or deny that the bomb
shelter was hit, but said officials
were investigating.
President Bush, speaking with
reporters in Washington on Tuesday, described Iraqi statements on
civilian casualties as a "one-sided
-out
propaganda mission cranking'
myths and falsehoods.However, the U.S. command has
said civilian casualties are an inevitable byproduct of the strikes
aimed at military and strategic
targets..
The outcry over the war's toll on
civilians was likely to grow.
Jordanian refugees said today
that 30 people were killed and
about two dozen hurt when allied
planes attacked the bus they were
riding in near the Iraq-Kuwait border on Saturday.

"People like to see what it is
they're paying for," Weaks said.
"Nineteen months is a long time."
(Contd from page 1)
The city and county will also
S30.6g2. he said.
have to pay for the extensive
In return, the system will allow
county-wide mapping and addressauthorities to react more quickly.
ing system - and the ongoing
and efficiently to emergency situaupdating of that system - that
:low, fires and accidents. accordenhanced 911 service requires.
ing to Witt.
Weaks said.
Other costs will probably include
"What we're talking about is a
site-preparation
of equipment and
coordination of effort," Witt said.
and
training
of additional
the
hiring
communidon't
agencies)
"(Police
dispatchers at the Murray Police
cate with each other as well as
Department, according to Chief
we'd like to at times."
Larry Elkins.
One of the major advantages of
"My main concern is that the we
the system is a "closest unit condon't have the amount of staffing
cept," he said, a measure that
required," for the system, Elkins
allows agencies --- whether the
said. "One dispatcher can't monitor
KSP, Murray Police Department or
the calls, handle the computer and
Calloway Shenffs Department -.do all the other things that he or
she has to do. It's a big job."
to determine which officer is the
Weaks added, however, that the
closest to a 911 situation and dissystem has already shown its merpatch he or she there.
its in other parts of the state and "if
But a long start-up time and
it saves one life, it's worth it."
additional costs to the city 4nd
The court and Murray City:
county are detriments of the sysCouncil will review the proposa in
tem, according to Calloway County
a joint meeting March 12.
Judge/Executive George Weaks,
In other business, the court:
who said the proposal will be con- • approved but did not discuss a
sidered carefully before action is
county personnel policy as required
taken.
by the Department of Local
Government.
Telephone customers will be
required to pay the fee for the sys- • approved the payment of
$50,000 toward the total cost of
tem for 19 months before the sys•
replacing the Clark's River bridge
tem. is operational, Weaks said, a
definite minus.
on Cecil Holland Road which
washed out during heavy rains last
month. The state has agreed to contribute $75,000 toward the
construction.
• appointed Joe Green, of Rt. 2,
io the New Concord Fire
District.\

911 service...

Read the
want ads daily

In Step for
Spring - Our
New. 1991

Joe Clark...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Besides the obvious issue of
education, Clark also addressed the
fact of his admiration and respect
for Dr Martin Luther King, Jr. "I
admire him for what he did for
equal opportunity. I am able to
separate his personal life from his
accomplishments. And if the people of Arizona do not want to honor his birthday. America is a democracy, and that is their right, and.no
MC should interfere with that
right," he said.
When asked what the one thing
Clark would like to be remembered
as when he leaves this world, he
said most importantly, as a good
hs ibree children.
fatl7cr

Schoof board...
(Cont'd from page I)
office Completion of construction
is targeted for June.
Discussed the budget amendment which reduced the system's
-budget by $200,000 from when the
budget was originally prepared.
The state justified its decrease in
funding, based on assessments per
child, and concluding that Calloway County's wealth had
increased, since the 190-90 school
year.
.
Reviewed travel expenses and
approved them, provided the
expenses were reasonable, with a
reasonable amount of chaperones.
Determined that there was a
need for an inventory and maintenance analyst, to improve efficiency 1 he position will involve
inventory, maintenance, purchasing
and record keeping. "There is no
question of integrity, it is simply
because we need a better system of
record keeping and a better knowledge of what is there. Also with
the current reform, the public may
demand a more efficient mechanism, eventually the inventory will
probably become computerized."
Rose said.
approved the following personnel report: Eddie Morns, CCHS
Head Basketball Coach: Vicki Simmons. CCHS; Rachel Johnson,
North Elementary School; Jeanetta
Geurin and Laura Tucker, substitute teachers, Kimberly Pntchett.
inStructional aide At Risk Program
at Southwest Elementary School;
Robin Davidson, bus dnver North
Elementary to replace James
Davidson; James Davidson, custodian: Edwin Clcre, substitute bus
driver, Shirley Smith, Velda Miller,
Rita Senf and Jane Easley, substitute food service employees and
Trina Lasater, substitute secretary.
- -Selected Analytical Management. Inc.. a subsidiary of McCoy
& McCoy to remove remenants of
asbestos from the high school,
granted the price should'ili% exceed
S1.1,4400, as quoted by the
corporation.
--Reported attendance for
months 1-5 was up %.51 percent,
compared to last year's 96.30
percent.
---Announced that extended
school services had begun. The services aid students in particular
areas such as math, English, reading, languages and is available at
the individual .schools_

'Warthog' ammunition
may have stemmed
from Paducah plant
Somc of the tank-killing munitions being fired by the A -I0
"Warthog" in the Middle East may
have come from Paducah's gaseous
diffusion plant, according to a
Department of Energy spokesman
in a published report.
Steven Wyatt, a DOE official in
Knoxville, Tenn., said a portion of
the depleted uranium from the
DOE's enrichment program -including the plant in Paducah
is sold and used by the private sector for armor-piercing munitions,
according to the report.
Depleted uranium is a byproduct
of the enrichment process that principally consists of U-235. the nonfissionable isotope of uranium that
emits very low-level radioactivity,
the report said.

Tanner to face
manslaughter,
DUI charges
John P. Tanner, 19, of Union
City, will be arraigned March 4 by
Graves County Circuit Judge John
Daughaday on manslaughter
charges, -according to a published
report_
Tanner was indicted Monday by
the Graves County grand jury on
charges stemming from a Dec. 14
traffic accident in which another
Tennessee man, James 1 Robinson, 20, of Hendersonville, died,
the report said,
Tanner was charged with
second-degree manslaughter. first.
degree wanton endangerment and
DUI, the report said.

Authorities arrest
man in connection
with 1990 theft
Joseph Trejo, 22, of Cerulean.
Ky., was arrested Monday- and
charged with theft by unlawful taking over $100 from a Cadi/ boat
business last year, according to a
report from the Kentucky State
Police.
The indictment charge stems
from an alleged theft from
Lakethore Boats in Cad ii in July,
1990, police said. The KSP, Trigg
County Sheriff Department and the
Christian County Sheriff's Department were involved in the
investigation.
Trcjo was lodged in the Trigg
County Jail, police said.

Valentine Special
Give Her A Pizza Your Heart!
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for just S5
and get a S5
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Certificate
good on any
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Available
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$45to$60

JCPenney.
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Delivery starting at 11 a.m.!
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Large Pepsi (2 Straws!!!)
Plus...A Free Carnation!
$999

CPerney Ccrolog
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SHOP TOLL-FREE
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Baker is asking Europeans to assist Israel

Allied air strikes hit two
government ministries
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) -- Allied
air strikes hit two government
ministries Tuesday, including one
headed by a cousin of Saddam
Hussein. A senior official said Iraq
was being systematically destroyed.
Casualties are mounting, including six people reported killed in the
latest raids. The city also is losing
its sewer system due to bomb damage, raising fears of serious health
hazards. ,
The National Assembly speaker,
Saadi Mchdi Salch, declared that
Iraq's army had retained its "lethal
developed weapons" despite the
allied raids. He advised U.S. troops
to avoid "certain death" by leaving the Persian Gulf.
Information Ministry officials
said Saddam was to confer with
Soviet envoy Yevgcny Primakov,
who arrived Monday carrying the
latest Kremlin proposals for halting
the war. Primakov toured bombing
sites in the capital Tuesday.
A military communique broadcast by Baghdad radio reported 177
allied air raids Monday night and
Tuesday, 42 on civilian sites and
135 on unspecified military targets
in the "southern sector of operations." Attacks on military targets
rarely have been reported in previous communiques.
Two fireballs rose in the city
after raids scored direct hits on the
two ministries near densely populated Haifa Street, a business and
residential route in the city center
Witnesses said at least six people
died on Haifa Street and 17 were
wounded, many seriously.
"This is a systematic campaign
by the United States to destroy
Iraq. These are deliberate attacks
on the city with intention to kill
people in Iraq," said Najif al

Confused about filling out your
tax return? How many exemptions
and deductions do you have?
Which special credits can you
claim? Know how to determine the
tax on interest received by a child?
The Department of Accounting
and Beta Alpha Psi, honorary
accounting fraternity, at Murray
State unii.ersity sponsor the f,t.i;

sAvEvg
I $400°°

and make a signil iar
altribut;on
to the allied Gulf 1,1n al effort.
Arens appeared to he hinting he
had asked that Israel he invited into
the war. So far. Israel has held its
fire even while the target of rntscoe
attacks
"fie was here to explain
restraint has its limitations,— said
an Israeli source who spoke on
condition of anonymity. —I heir's a
growing impatience within the
Israeli public "
On Tuesday, CBS News said the
United States had agreed to give
Israel the "friend or foe'' codes
that would keep Israeli warplanes
from being identified as hostile by
allied radars. A senior Pentagon,
official said the repwl v.a'Wrong.— and an Israel:
also denied it. The two olliciais
spoke on cond.tion they no;
identified.
One Scud landed in kracil as
Arens - was talking to Pre-A,;nt
Bush at the wrIrte. House, anio_ner
as he met with Baker. 1 '! A.' I r
landed harrniessly in cen.ra. ist-dc';
hut the second caused in
and
damage.
Ms. Tutv.iler said it landed ;n
Arens' neighborhood and Mat he
excused himself from the mecting
with Baker to iclephone
for a report.

Volunteer Income lax Assistance
program to low -Income taxpayers,
senior citizens and students
Bring your W-2 and other pertinent tax information to the Business Building, Room 102. from.
noon to 4 p m.. Fridays through
April 12. except March X and
for free income tax assisianiA2 ‘,T
call 762-419i for funner
iron Parking •paccs
reserved hr tne VI I A .1, ;;,.
t•
ark : 7,1

'COUPON • — — — — •

that Levy was furious that Aren,
trip had not been coordinated wilti
him. The two ministers are pol
rivals though their vicw
Confinnbmg that Baker's sess;;;7
with Levy had been called off N.',
Tutwiler steered clear of an',
nal dispute within the Israe..
ernment. She said Arens
requested
-m-ee-ting
on Sunday.
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Meanwhile, David Levy. •Ile
Israeli foreign minister, cancc;:cil
meeting he was scheduled h; has:
with Baker on Friday.
'Mr. Levy decided he need
first to study the talks th,:i hc
(Arens) had and only alter
see if he needs to come it.c7.ar
Israeli Ertiha;,N of ftc1.1'
'
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Anthony Carroll has been
selected as outstanding student
for the last grading period in
Cindy I.assiter's Tech Prep class
held at the Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational Center.
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In looking hack ai the 1980s,
Bush did not dwell on the
problems.
"It is important to remember the
simple secret of America's economic successes in the 1980s: a
government policy that allowed the
private sector to serve as the
engine of economic growth," he
said.
Many private economists would
quibble with that statement, contending that a major portion of the
economic stimulus came from the
government's willingness to run
huge annual deficits. That extra
spending to spur the economy came
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretat the expense of future generations
who will have to pay off the debt, ary of State James A. Baker III is
asking West European countries to
they say. ,
Looking to the future, the admi- contribute to Israel's defense Cotils
while weighing increased U.S. aid
nistration sees a recession lasting
to the "frontline state," the State
only two quarters, with the cco
Department said Tuesday.
nomy beginning to grow again by
Classifying Israel as a front-line
midyear. Even this mild downturn
state in the Persian Gulf puts it in
will add 600,(100 people to the
unemployment rolls, joining 1.2 the same category as Egypt. Turkey
and -jorlan, all of whin have
million Americans out or work
received billions of dollars in assissince June, the administration
tance from the United States and
conceded.
other countries to compensate for
The report predicts that beginlosses related to the war.
ning next -year the economy will
The amount Baker is soliciting
grow at annual rates topping 3 perfrom the 12 members of the Eurocent through 19%.
pean Community; was not disclosed
Growth at that level would be
able to drive the federal budget by Margaret D. Tutwiler, the
deficit, expected to hit an all-time department spokeswoman. But the
high of S318.1 billion this year, administration is believed to be
into surplus by 1996, the admi- --considering $700 million to $I billion in additional U.S. economic
nistration forecasts.
help
''That is atxiut the amount that
Congress would accept,' said a
U.S. official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Last month, the Israeli finance
minister, Yitzhak Modal, said that
Hadithi, director general of the over five years Israel would need
Information Ministry.
about $3 billion to offset defense
The primary target of the latest cosLs stemming from the Persian
raids on Baghdad were two five - Gulf War and Sill billion in addistory buildings housing the mini- tion, mostly to resettle Soviet Jews.
stries of local government and jusIsrael already receives $3 billion
tice. Residential neighborhoods a year in U.S. economic and mili•
adjacent to the buildings also were tary aid. It is the largest recipient
of U.S. assistance in the world.
damaged.
Israeli Defense Minister Moshe.
So powerful were the bombardArens consulted President Bush
ments that part of the local government building crumbled to the and other high officials during a
visit to Washington on Monday.
ground.
Ms. Tutwiler said Baker made no
Allied warplanes first attacked
the ministry Jan. 22, but inflicted commitment to Arens about U.S.
only slight damage. The ministry is aid. She said they talked about "a
ballpark figure,— which she
headed by Ali Hassan al-Majid. a
declined to disclose.
cousin and close aide to Saddam
Arens explained to Baker that
who was put in charge of Kuwait
Israel has been maintaining a very
after Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion.
There was no indication al-Majid
high level of military preparedness
was at the ministry during the early and that obviously was an expense
morning attacks. Reporters taken to for which "they would need help,"
the site six hours later saw flames the spokeswoman said.
rising from the rubble.
Baker told Arens "he has been
Allied raids have destroyed four seeking help for Israel from the EC
of the city's 12 bridges over the (European Community) and others
Tigris River. If the remaining and that he would continue seeking
bridges are destroyed, the city will that help," she said.
be divided into western and eastern
Arens on Monday said his
sectors, separating many families nation's air force could help knock
and disrupting transportation.
out Iraqi Scud missile launchers

Motor Guard

mum; A-10
1st may
gaseous
t to a
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WASHINGTON (AP) — For a
time of war, recession and record
budget deficits, the Bush administration has managed to produce
a remarkably sunny assessment of
the U.S. economy and its prospects
for growth.
In the world according to George
Bush, the current recession will be
brief and the ensuing recovery will
launch the country on a period of
prosperity that will equal or even
surpass the record-breaking expansion of the 1980s.
"Despite the economic events of
1990, we have reason for both hope
and optimism in full measure as the
nation approaches the next century," Bush said Tuesday in the
introduction to this year's "Economic Report of thc President."
The 411 -page report, prepared
by the president's Council of Economic Advisers, proclaimed,
"There is no fundamental obstacle
to an expansion in the 1990s at
least as long and strong as thc
record expansion of the 190s."
That recovery from the 1981-82
recession set a peacetime record for
a period without an economic
slump, lasting nearly eight years.
However, it was also a period
when the national debt tripled, the
country was transformed from the
world's largest creditor to the
world's largest debtor nation and
the collapsing savings and loan
industry triggered the largest taxpayer bailout in history.
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Ribbons, rallies: is that all there is?

Today In History
Wednesday, Feb. 13. the 44th day of 1991. There arc 321 das.
. .n th5 sear
lodas N Highlight in History
I935. a jury in Flemington. N.J., found Bruno Richard
guilts of first-degree murder in the kidnap-death of the infant
r Charles Lindbergh .1 he serdict camed an automatic death
,tia.N Is

wife of England'. King Henry VIII, Catherine 11,'A
after being accused ot adultery
Itaion astronomer Gal,leo at-7;sec! in Rome or trial before
;L%d

:7IC
nited States. the Boston
as founded
Pc.'Sho
. Andre sv Bradford of PennsIsailia pc,t)lished the first maga,....ie
S I: w'as called The Amencan MagazIne, or A Month, VleVi
State of ..the British Colonies and lasted three issues
.;mcri,:an Societs of Composers, Authors and Pchl,sners
4.
Noss York.
\SCAP.- was tounded
perpetual ne.;,ra
cague.'f Nations
oldest pUhirC S4;h041

•z \sio'd War 11. the Sosh.ets ,ap:ured. Badaoes" IL
att.:ra 50-das
A
H....rid in sc:;'...1%.C.L.
•=:., The ri,klies of two sh.
r 1.1 4.1..
47:07‘:
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LOOKING BACK

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
•pegcji.
y wiggly
7_60 Al /t 411E1 le Se MC Si'UMW

W

r kaou.

sen:or at Marra College High
Schoo, won. the 1 -th annual Soil
Consersation Essay Contest for the
state of Ken:acks His 491 word
Dear Editor.
,:ssas was :udged best among
As many readers know, the lior.
i:ntr.es from 121i of Kentueks's 12;
ors IV English classes at Calloway
. conrsat.(.r districts fie will
County High School research. write
ge:a S:too sas.pgs hond
and publish a book. The book.
Dr LK: Sar.',.0-d executive sec .1 Kirl...Lk Medical Asso- "Recollections," concerns people.
places and interesting Issues
..'ati ,r spoke at a meeting of Mutko:ars Club at Murray, Calloway County'
The 1991 volume came Out
House. He was
few
weeks ago: The students and I
Dr Hugh Houston.
decided to dedicate this year's
Recent n nrts reported at Murray
book to the troops in the Persian
Hospna, .hh...,de a DO!,r to Mr. and
Gulf conflict. A dedication page
Mrs D.,1ard Math.s a hoy to Mr.
was designed by a student an
and Mrs Robert Hillard. and boy
included
in the book.
•
M- and Mrs Kenneth Cummins
Copies
of
the
book
were
mailed
Forty years ago
to President George Bush and
Donaid Los. d Storn Warren DarChairman of the Joint Chiefs of
rell Mathis. J D WWams. Joe
Staff. General Colin L. Powell.
Thomas Out.and, James Mer
Enclosed you will find copies
Deering. Lewis Todd. Lewis Daniel
the
letters from President
liadspeth: Botbs Lee Ward
General Powell that We re. .
loseprt Wren Srnomerman. Cnar,es
believe something very p= ,
Clayton. Paschall Cecii Howard
C„lser. Jesse Harold Cuiser.Jeweil
Edward McCa,:on. G,en 0,iser
i.,,ams. Charles R Baczell and
Wa,ns R Co,son were induLted in
S Army or, Feb - and are now
at For: Knox
Dear Editor,
Judge Camille Kelley. retired
judge of Memphis Juvenile Cowl r", Now IS the time for us to.partic
spoke at annual PTA Dads Night pate in some positive way in rais
; High School Her s.-b:ect ing funds for the new regional speat M....rral
cial events center. This project ha;
was "Delinquent Angels "
been a dream of many for a long
Mrs Har.ar, Hodges sp,
time. The new facility will add
nner rneet]ng of Inayrner,
(•
r`•
greatly to our present programs in
r
,
health. physical education and
recreation and will also serse as a
‘.enter for many specia•: events
west Kentucky
to he
The new center, ‘;4..
Ail' he
located
S. 64l
the h . a ndow of the „; ..ersns
.it) It
s(ime have
just a "bask .,
•
a.a..e and no doubt it
additiona.
...an be included
Lniversay officials have asked
,son Gnu and me to initiate a
an to give each individual an
opportunity to take part in the
,
f,;nd-raising. - There are alread,
•'riany involved in this effort. Pres;
dent Kurth. Mike Strickland. Char•

Cub

6iRokiFfnr.;
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Dow
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By ?'1Lke
Royko
much that she knows that whole
commercial about bleeding gums
hs heart. What good will it do to
let some guy I pass on the street
know that I'm concerned? Maybe
he'll just think I spilled pea soup
on

mylapel

i don't know. Have you thought
ot going to a support-the-troops
"No What happens. if I go to
one
Oh. you'll hear speeches, sing
the National Anthem, cheer, yell,
wave a flag and maybe you'll be
on IV
"Yeah.' What good will that do?
1 :nean, besides maybe getting me a
screen test for a horror movie."
It will let the other people at the
rails know that you stand shoulder
to snouider with them and that all
ot sou stand shoulder to shoulder
our troops.
- NA tiaCya mean, we stand shoutto shoulder with the troops?
iiug in over is exsert g.,
1,r, ready to shoot it out with some
re‘i mean guys. and I'm sittin' here
on a ).1r stool. And if I go to a ratI'll he standing on a sidewalk
instead of sitting on a bar stool. So
either way., what good does it do,

LAO men, who are
...gh what President Bush
Powell are experienc„, :e the time to write high
•s.,.dents.
S-.ce !es+ of us ever get a letter
- rorn either man, I thought
peop,e in the community would
Ike k , read the letters we received.
Ohvici,,sly. we were very pleased to
recels.,! such nice letters. If you can
photocopy the letters, I believe
reader., will enjoy seeing that
Washirgton Lees about the youth
of our country.
In addition, I would like to .ank
the Murray Ledger & Tunes for its
c.overage of events concerning both
it the school systems in Calloway
7t:

S;ncerely.
Lynda Coleman
Department Chairman/teacher
1'a was l')untv High School

Dear Students of Ms. Coleman's
Senior Class at Calloway County
High School,
Many thanks for sending me
your fine book, "Recollections of
Callowa-y County," which you
dedicated to our troops serving in
the Persian Gulf. I am grateful that
our service men and women face
this historic challenge knowing that
they have the support of millions of
people around the - world and that
we are all tremendously proud of
the job they .are doing.•
During these difficult days, Ms.
Coleman's thoughtful letter and
deep sentiments that led to your
dedication are most welcome. I
especially appreciate your prayers
for our country.
Best Wishes,
Sincerely,
George Bush

Dear Ms. Coleman,
Thank you for the letter and
book you sent me on behalf of your
English students. I appreciate the
concern and support for our forces
in the Persian Gulf that were
expressed in both.
"Recollections of Calloway
County" is a credit to both you and
your students. The book is well
written, informative, and entertaining. Obviously, your students take
great pride in their community and
the people who live in it. Their
interest in the personal history of
the area is also commendable. I am
sure you are proud of them all.
Please convey my appreciation
to your students and extend to them,
my best wishes for the future.
Sincerely,
Colin L. Powell
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff

ow is the time to give to center's fund drive

Shen
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huh'? At least sitting here, I ain't Sc.at least people were doin' somegoing to tie up a bunch of cops
thin-l)esides puttin' ribbons on
who got to work crowd control.
their car antennas."
Besides, when I see those things on
Yes, but we don't have defense
TV, the people act like it's some
plants anymore. And those indussort of pep rally. I saw one guy
tries that manufacture defense prohold up his finger and yell 'We're
ducts have an ample labor pool.
Number One.' What did the yo-yo
Jobs are snapped up as soon as
think, this is a football game?'
they become available. Of course,
Then all I can tell you is to call a
you could buy stock in a defense
talk show or send a letter to a contractor. Many investors have
newspaper and express your views. done that recently.
"You mean 1 should say: 'If we
"Would that help the war
gotta fight this war. I hope we win
effort?"
and that too many people don't get
In a way. If the war goes on for
killed.' Then what happens."
a long time, you might turn a tidy
I suppose that talk show host
profit on that stock. They you
will thank you and talk to someone
would have more income, which
else.
would mean that you could pay'
"That's it?"
more in taxes. And since this is
Well, what do you expect?
going to be an extremely expensive
"1 dunno. But in World War 11, war, that might help defray the
when I was a kid, people did stuff.
Cost.
"Is that going to help the
Everything was rationed. Gas,
some kinds of food, anything they troops?"
needed in the war. And people
I suppose it might cover some
worked in defense plants, night burial expenses.
shifts, day shifts, weekend shifts.
"That's not what I had in mind.
And we saved grease and bought Hey, why can't we have gasoline
War Bonds, and put up signs say- rationing'?"
Because there's no gasoline
ing that loose lip will sink ships. I
walked around for a month with shortage.
"What about buying bonds?"
my lips stuck together with paste.
They're already selling like
They stopped making cars, you
couldn't hardly buy a chocolate crazy. Good, solid investment in a
bar, and the feds would pinch black bear market.
"Then there's nothing I can do."
market peddlers. We had air raid
You might try praying.
drills and blackouts, and my old
"I tried that. Korean War.
man was assistant air raid warden
on our block until the night he had -Vietnam War."
one too many and started shooting
So?
"So the lines must have all been
his shotgun at the streetlights. He
thought they was German planes. busy."

Calloway Honors English class receives letters

x‘eRci
?
Do You
6er
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"I've got a problem." Slats
Grobnik said. "See, I'm behind our
troops over there, hut I don't know
what to do about it I don't svanna
just sit around watching Blitz
Woofer and these other 1V guys I
wanna do something,
No problem. Have you thought
about flying a flag ahose sour
home?
"What good will that do.""
Well. I suppose it would let sour
neighbors know that you *t-cil
patriotic.
"I don't care what my neighbors
know that you feel patriotic.
"I don't care what my neighbors
think. All I want from them is not
to walk their dogs on ms front
grass. the slobs."
Then you might consider wearing a yellow ribbon on your coat
lapel or tied to your car antenna
For what''
Because it would It people
know that you would prefer that
this country win the war. rather
than see Iraq win it.
-Well any gc.00t ought to know
that You think if I don't wear a
ribbon somebody will think Igot a
pin-up poster of Saddam in ns
parlor?"
Of course not.
"So what good will it do if I pin
3 piece of vellow string to rns
jac.ket7"
It will let people who pass you
on the street know that you are
concerned.
"So some stranger knows I'm
concerned. Everybody is concerned. My wife watches CNN so

Letters to the Editor

By JO BLRKEEN

Ten years ago
Rt::73), Mayor Me:vin B. Henie)T
has heen appointed to Human
Deseiopment Policy Committee of
National League of Cities for 19S1
The Henry Buchanan home
Fairview Acres Subdivision .is
destroyed h! fire on Feb
Larry G Evans, Tammy I Fe.:
ner. Stephen L. Hancock. Ttrnot.h.
C. Hawkins. Delores K lionenui
and Randall A -Hutchens all of
Murray.. are among 35 students at
Merray. State University named to
Who's Who Among Students in
American L:nivers,ties and Coilcgcs for 19S1.
Twenty years ago
Another four inches of snow
on Murray and Ca!lowas County
sesterdas Feb' 12 and
stl,=;fall:ng th:s morning
The Senor Cas ofCa.iossas
Counts H.gh Scrioc,1 svi11 he allowed to base a prom following a sote
taken hs Ca.low as Counts School
Board .r. a reess meet:nin c.iff,ee
NA:Karn B Miiler
of
Ler\ S-nker. Dan T.nsies and
Be::'. J Ward_ stclerns at N11:77-a‘
Sctoo,,, base -)eer: named
Kentueks Al State Orchestra.
Fe"
Lou.ss..
V k E-a.ne Ragsz.i a!e and Jcin-r:
• \?..- a7. were married Dec
Joe. Sirns, Church, (,r
a: nis borne
Thirty years ago
W;ggins Brooks, :and Mrs W.H. Brook -
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MSU Rifle Team
thanks supporters
of turkey shoot
Dear Editor,
The Murray State Ur. ,ers J t‘
Rifle Team would like to thank a
the merchants that supported tf,:
turkey shoot held at Roy Stewart
Stadium in December, 1990
Big Kahuna. Bradley' Book
Store, Dennison-Hunt, Domino's
Pizza, Mr. Gatti's Pizza, Krogers.
Murray Florist. Mickelson's Jewlers, Piggly Wiggly, Readmore
Book-N -Card and Storey's.
Thank you on behalf of the MY.'
Rifle Team!
Elvis Green
Coach

Rayburn, Steve
and others at the.untversity
a*eady raised over S700,000
cash and pledges. The goal is to
ra.se as much cash as possible by
first of April. Many of the large
donor, have already given toward
the /ThrillilurTI of S2,000,000 goal.
Now Is the time for the rest of us
to do what we can! All banks in the
c)unty nave agreed to receive
......,natons in the name of Murray
State, so you can walk in and make
a gift. Details will appear in this
paper soon on how to do just that.
We have initiated a plan to give

individuals an opportunity to have
their name, the name of their business, or a memorial tribute to
someone on a commemorative
nameplate which will be permanently placed on the front or back
of a chair in the new facility. This
is to be a one-time donation .of
S500, or give S250 now and 'S250
next year. Over 70 other persons
have been asked to help in making
contacts. We need more! If you
would like to help us with this
program by making a gift or joining us call me at 753-2579 or Wilson Gantt at 753-4500.

Please give some thought to
what your life would be if we did
not have Murray State University
located in our community. Many of
our parents and grandparents gave
the first S116,000 that influenced
the state legislature in 1922 to
locate the Normal School at Murray. Now is the time for all of us to
do something for the university and
influence our state legislators
again.
Sincerely,
Charles Eldridge
MSU faculty/staff (retired)
Murray, Ky. 42071

People at home facing test as well
Ikar Fditor,
urne when the men and
w.rre7-, ;n our armed forces are fac,t,a th,:ir greatest test, we at home
are facing a test as well. Our test is
to maintain our unity and resolve,
troops are doing in the Peras
sat'
'A.. don't want Saddam Hussein
.
ti's country's tolerance for
ar.t, war demonstrators as a signal
he s.ld wait out our resolve in a
•i and hioody war.
Tr. outraged at the brutal treat:ern of our POW's. And I'm saddened to sec the media give so
attention to the small number
dr protestors who have
f-ito action. It seems that
every nine a few protestors pick up
!hi:;7 s):hs, the cameras swarm
around 'diem. and they end up on
.r,ca
Our soldiers have said that they
a Joh to do and are going to'
get ;: done. I feel I have a job to
do. to And that's to stand up in
strong support of our troops.
I want them to know that I and
the American people are very

wwwilabitieswiraww

•

proud of them: We are all inspired
by their bravery.
1 hope that you'll print my letter,
and others like it, in the days
ahead. Thousands of local American newspapers are reaching our
men and women in uniform every

day. Your newspaper may be one
of them. I want the troops to know
that we hold them in our thoughts
and prayers every day.
Sincerely,
Roy M. Lundin
3955 Halehaven Drive
Paducah, Ky. 42001-5227

Eleven-year-old submits poem
Dear Editor,
Following is a poem written by
Jennifer Joann Tyncs, 11, and a
student at Benton Elementary
School in Marshall County:
Desert Storm
Power is holding
Men by fear.
He's too naive to realize
He doesn't have enough gear.
The U.S. is all waiting.
Frightened mothers anticipating
Would their sons come home?
Would their daughters be
alright?
Were they hoping and praying.

All day and all night?
Peace is behind us,
Lives on hold.
Because it's beyond us,
To stop Hussein the bold,
Who suddenly turned coward
When the stakes were high,
While innocent ones were
marching
And young men reached the sky.
The destruction could be over
Or it couldn've just begun.
But mothers are waiting
For their daughters arid sons.
Sincerely,
David and Debbie Tynes
Marshall County, Ky.
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MSU academic teams win honors at tourney

lin' some)bons on

e defense
ise indus'ense probor pool.
soon as
H. course,
a defense
:ors have

Murray State University academic
teams won honors in both Division I
and Division II at the Alice Lloyd
College Quick Recall Tournament
held Saturday at Alice Lloyd College
in Pippa Passes, Kentucky,extending
its winning streak to 15 and 1 for the
season.
The Division 1 team won top
tournament honors by defeating
teams from Alice Lloyd College,
Pikeville College, and Transylvania
University.
By defeating the Alice Lloyd team
60 to 10 and the Pikeville College
team 75 to 14, the MSU team qual-

ified for the championship round
against Transylvania University,
which had defeated teams from Eastern Kentucky University, Union College, and Alice Lloyd College.
Trailing at halftime 35 to 18, the
MSU squad began its comeback late
in the second half of play, winning the
match 57 to 55 by responding correctly to the very last question.
"It was probably the most exciting
match we've played this season,"
stated Aaron Sullivan, Wickliffe, Division I team captain. "Transy allowed us to get a 13 point lead early in
the match and then came back to lead

by 17 at halftime. What enabled us to
win was a united team effort. We had
a really well balanced response
According to Dr. Gordon Lober
ger, MSU team coach, come-from behind victories are getting to he
fairly common."When the team I inds
ILti stride," he said, no matter how tar
behind they are, I just sit back and
enjoy the show. They certainly know
how to make quick -recall competition
exciting. They are a fine, mature
team."

Other Division 1 team members
besides Sullivan were Jason Taylor,
Franklin, Ky.: Jim Milburn, Calvert
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City; and Chad Peyton, Kevii
he MSU Division II team look
home second place honors by defeating the Union College Division II
team 14 to 15 and the Jefferson
Community College. Southwest team
50 to 26.
1k. k4 wk.

am or• 116•1.4

We Merle

1{7e-1c-07714(4)k ,
Town

In the Division II championship
round, Pikeville College defeated the
MSU squad 62 to 30.

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we c all on bndes to ri.•,
A nd mnyt•rs with a basket full of useful gifts Wed like ii, $;I

Members of the MSU Division II
team included Angela Walker and
Erin Thomas, Henderson; Brad Kel
Icy, Heath. captain, and Amy S.

Kathn,ii11)utlJn(1, 7;1 1079

t,

Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Ingeborg

492-11i:).
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MANUFACTURER COUPON

EXPIRES 5/31/91
.111:11110111116MIMIL
-

NER

COMPLEXION SIZE OR

69e OFFBATH

SIZE OR ANY
MULTI-BAR PACK

RETAILER THE DIAL CORPORATION wit reimburse you the lace value of this
coupon plus 81 handling provided it is redeemed by a consumer at the time ot
purchase on the brand specified Coupons not properly redeemed will be void
and held Reproduction of this coupon is expressly prohibited I ANY OTHER USE
CONSTITUTES FRAUD) Mail to THE DIAL CORPORATION, CMS DEPARTMENT
17000, 1 FAWCETT DRIVE, DEL RIO, TX Ma Cash value 0011 Void where
taxed or restricted LIMIT ONE COUPON PER ITEM PURCHASED
THE DIAL CORPORATION
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Clara Bramley retires
after serving 19 years
with Murray Division of Tappan
Mrs. Clara Bramley has retired
Company.
from her position with the
Their seven children are Clar
Expanded Food and Nutrition Eduence Bramley. Rocky River, Ohio,
cation Program
Charles Burnley. Antioch. Tenn .
She has worked with the progDoris Saunders, Lexington: Rebec..411
ram for 19 years. "It is not, just
or
cah Burnley. Chicago, Ill.. Jimmy
merely employment. it is a part of
THE
WEEK
are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
—
OF
animals
These
PETS
four
Bramley, Murray. Joyce Beasley.
my life," Mrs. Bramley said.
They are, from left, "Hobo," a male neutered Collie mix; "Shadow," a female spayed
County.
The
by
Humane
Calloway
Society
of
operated
When she started working in the
Elizabethtown and Harrel Bram"Lady," a female spayed birddog mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyand
mix;
Collie
"Sheba,"
a
spayed
mix;
female
Collie
le), Houston, Texas
program, she said she had a second
ed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m.. Monday through Friday, and Ito 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a
Mr and Mrs. Burnie!, has e
year high school Nucauon. She
Count?. For information call 759-4141.
member of nited Way of Murray and Callow
grandchildren
then took night courses and
equivalenreceived her high school
cy certificate.
During this time, she said she
and her husband, James, worked
together and built a new home. She
has purchased three new cars to
make her home visits to farm. .
during her course of employ-me:::
Mrs. Bramley said "this program
PURE
has not only given me material
SUGAR
•
possessions. but an education in
learned
have
I
food and nutrition.
E - •
how to prepare nutritious meals fi)r
my family. realize the
value of foods in order
bodies healthy. and live
lives."
Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
She said "I have learned to take
PRICES GOOD WED
advantage of Consumer Education
taught to us in the program. how to
Open
select the best products at 47
•
affordable rate: •and to give
home a more pleasant atrnospt.,.
by using color schemes."
Bramley said materials from the
KRAFT WRAPPED
DOUBLE 0 PINK I smicas
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service have helped
me to understand how to teach
children from Head Start through
OZ.
high school, also. senior citizens.
SLICES
16
"Using illustrative materials
15 OZ.
from our area office. as well as the
WITH ORE TILLED
WITH ONE FILLED
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OM
ones I learned to make has helped
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SHOPPERS CASH 011
SMART MIOPPER CARD
in holding the attention of all age
SMART SHOPPER CARD
SMART SHOPPER CARD
groups in order to help them to
understand the vital importance of
the basic food groups to give them
a healthy body, to make them fee.:
.Ike playing: laughing and sociaHr
DIET PEPSI. CAFFEINE FREE
PANTRY PRIDE
WHITE CLOUD
•ng with their friends and iove:l
7-UP 11T. DEW. DR. PEPPER
GOLD MEDAL
ones." Mrs. Brunie). said.
CRUSH FLAVORS
She further added. "I am truly
16 OZ. LOAF
grateful for the knowledge I have
4 ROLL PKG.
PLA N, SELF-RISING, BREAD
received from the Expanded Food
5 LB. BAG
and Nutrition Education Program
from the Extension Service."
tjt
Her husband. James, retired in
FOR $1
1988 after seven years employment
at Murray State University. He had
been employed for 331/2 rears
LITER

Storey's
Food Giant

FARM FRESH
LARGE EGGS
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SALMON
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15
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PEPSI COLA

BREAD
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PLASTIC

PEPSI COLA

i

GOOD S

POTATO

PEP9 DIET PEPSI. CAFFEINE FREE.
OirirAik
Jr' 7-UP MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER.
BARDS OR ERIISH

CHIPS

79C

e143;k1 12 PK
12 OZ CANS

99c

88'

Two

rP11

BATH TISSUE

FLOUR

VISTA SALTINE

SUNLIGHT

CRACKERS

2DISHWASHING LIQUID
$129
2202. •

LI LB. BOXI39

r

PRIDE
OF

MARDI GRAS
PAPER TOWELS
OR NAPKINS

FLAV-0-RICH
( lara Bramley

Boating safety
course planned
by Auxiliary
A boating safety course entizie4
-.Boaung Skills and Seamanship'.
will be offered by Kentucky Lake
Floti1la of the Coast Guard
Auxiliary.
be a six (6) lesson
This
course that tactics boat handling.
safe boating techniques. terminology. boating laws. rules of the road.
and aidsto navigation.
With enough interest. sever.
additional lessons will be offered
to include piloting, marine engines.
marlinspike seamanship, sailing.
weather, radiotelephone. and locks
and dames.
The class will meet from 7 to 9
p m each Tuesday and Thursday
The registration and first class
meeting will be Tuesday. March 5
at 6- 30 p m. in Room 228 of Roy
Stewart Stadium. Murray State
University. No class will be held
on March 14.
The fee for the boating class will
be S15 which includes the textbook
and all materials.
For more information on the
course. call Fred Thurston, Course
Supervisor, at 753-6174, or Bill
Blivin, Flotilla Commander. at
753-7679.
PI Ni

F

EXERCISE

2%1/2MILK
GAL.

BLUE BONNET

E
MARGARIN
1 LB. QTRS.

99c

TOOK
tAM
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rolnit Real%
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GREEN16 OZBEANS
li
COR alai

79c
4
1
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DUNCAN HINES
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COOKIES
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ouic.
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1110 111
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1002.
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HAV
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CRISCO

OIL

110

2
USK 51111$

48 OZ.
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FROZEN

DAIRY
At>.
NATURES BEST
SlIF.DD SPREAD

COUNTRY
CROCK
u.a. imp
1134

BISCUITS
BUTTERMILK OR
SWEET MILK
P

ALL JERSEY

BANQUET

0 S1
380Z.

COTTAGE

POT PIES

CHEESE

24 OZ.
SI49

BANQUET
WHOLE nuED

CHICKEN
2$ 02.
$289

111
1E1 Si CM= CDT

FRENCH
FRIES

CH

1 1.11. III
5159

135

1E1
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By Trudy Baker
Plans for the Fashion Show/Silent Auction and Raffle for the benefit
of St. Jude Children's Research Hospital were further planned at a
meeting of Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International held
Feb. 5 at home of Nancy Meloan. The event will be Saturday, Feb. 23,
at 2 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Only 110 tickets can be sold for the space and they are available from
Margaret Terhune, 753-2464, Helen Steffen, 753-0972, or Kathie Gentry, 759-1991. Fashions will be from JCPenney with Samantha Bragg
as coordinator. Pictured are, from left Jeannie Billington, rushee,
Mrs. Terhune, and Mrs. Meloan, hostess.
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SPAGHETTI SAUCE
L30 OZ.
JAR

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD
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SMART SHOPPER CARD

rwa=
000
. 100

BONUS PACK

*-'ks
SLICED SLAB 10 LB. BOX

DUE

BREAST

BUSH S GREAT

--- NORTHERN
BEANS

LS OZ.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

SPLIT
FRYER

We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps

FEB. 13TH THRU TUES., FEB. 19TH
7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

IS OZ.

ID

Your Locally
Owned And
Operated
Supermarket

714)

BUSH S

BACON

ROUND
,

STEAK

$990

BONELESS BONUS PACK

SMOKED FULLY
COOKED

RIBEYE

PICNICS

got.

STEAK

Or PER LB.

LIQUID
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1111111011.

Valentine's Day has always been
a holiday that I anticipate with
mixed emotions.
In the Chicago area, every Feb.
14 brought reminders of the famous "massacre." They would show
tapes of Al Capone and his mob,
with cars careening around corners,
machine guns hanging out the windows, blazing away. Somehow it
was hard to blend that with cherubs

wOOK S BUTT PORTION
LB
RESH (POND RAISED)
ATFISH FILLETS. Le.
ONUS PACK
PARE RIBS
LB

H1LLSHIRE

TOP (BONELESS)

SMOKED SAUSAGE LB.
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ROUND STEAK

LB.

LB.
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ROUND STEAK.

ROUND STEAK

LB.

LB.
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LB.
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LB.
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.111111•1Th
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$119
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S
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BBQ LOAF
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CHEESE
ISSORTED

JELL° SALAD

•

DOZ.

$259
LB. gi41
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$119
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SLAW MIX
FRESH GREEN

FRESH PURPLE-TOP

CABBAGE
DELICIOUS SWEET

TENDER FRESH

POTATOES

SPINACH
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dangling tiny bows and arrows or
cardboard hearts filled with
chocolates.
In grade school, it was so exciting to decorate an old shoebox
using lots of concentration, red
construction paper, white paper
doilies and at least a whole jar of
paste.
Then you would spend another
whole day agonizing over exactly
which of the cheap 1 -cent Valentines you'd give to that cute boy
across the room, who didn't know
you were even alive.
When the big day finally came,
you'd race around the room, handing out Valentines faster than the
speed of light, so the other kids
didn't see you slipping the really
"big one" to ol' whatshisname,
who now is probably a convicted
felon, in which case, it didn't matter, or a very successful divorce
attorney, making mega bucks in
some galmorous locale, in which
case, maybe the card with the
skunk on it wasn't the right choice.
(Actually, the first Valentine my
husband ever gave me was one of
the 1 -cent variety, with a skunk on
it, and after 10 years of marriage, I
think I've figured out which one of
us is the skunk.)
In any case, I suppose kids don't
decorate boxes like that anymore.
Between Hallmark and Sam Walton, they probably manufacture
some special 'Valentine Sack', at
any rate. I know those Valentines
don't cost 1 -cent anymore!
• • • •
Valentine's Day, of course
means candy, so here arc a coupic
of special goodies for you to try,
enjoy them and your day with your
special Valentine (I'll be with the
skunk).
Chocolate Covered Cherries
1/4 c. butter. softened
21/2 c. confectioners sugar
1 This. milk
1/2 teas. almond extract
2 - 10 oz. jars maraschino cherries with stems, well drained
1 - 12 oz. pkg. chocolate chips
(2 c.)
2 Tbls. shortening.
Line a baking sheet with wax
paper. Cream together butter,
sugar. milk and extract. (If too soft.
add more sugar). On a surface
lightly sprinkled with confectioners
sugar. knead mixture into a ball.
with fingers, flatten 1 teas. dough
into a 2-inch round. With flat metal
spatula. lift the round, then mold it
around a cherry to cover completely (leave stem exposed). Place on
prepared sheet. Repeat with
remaining, dough and cherries.
Cover loosely and chill 4 hours or
overnight.
Place the chcolate..and shortening in a 2 c. glass measuring cup
and Micro on Med. 3-5 minutes
until melted, stir until smooth.
Holding cherry stem, dip cherry
into chocolate, making sure to cover cherry completely and going 1/8
inch up stem. Gently shake off
excess. Place on waxed paper lined
tray. Repeat with remaining cherries and chocolate. With spoon,
drizzle remaining chocolate over
cherries. Place in refrigerator 15
minutes or more to set.
Remove from tray to paper cups
or' wax paper lined box, cover and
refrigerate. Seve at room temperature. Makes 3 dozen.
• • • •
Strawberry Truffles
1 tub soft cream cheese with
strawberries, room temperature
4 c. powdered sugar
1 teas. vanilla
Cocoa
Gradually add powdered sugar to
cream cheese, mixing well after
each addition. Add vanilla and mix
well. Chill several hours or overnight. Shape into 1 inch balls and
roll in cocoa. Chill. Makes 4
dozen.
• • • •
Amaretto Truffles
12 squares semi-sweet chocolate
1/2 c. butter
2 egg yolks
112 c. whipping cream
1/4 c. Arnaretto
Finely chopped almonds
Melt chocolate in top of a double
boiler. Remove from heat and add
butter, stirring in 1 Tbls. at a time.
Beat egg yolks until thick, gradually stir about 1/4 hot mix into yolks,
add to remaining hot mix, stirring
constantly. Stir in whipping cream
and Amaretto. Return to heat, and
cook 1 minute until mixture is
thickened and smooth, stirring
constantly.
Cover and refrigerate overnight
or until firrn enough to roll into
balls (1 inch). Roll balls in
chopped almonds. Store in refrigerator. Serve at room temperature.
Makes 42 balls. You cart substitute
Kahlua for the Amaretto, but roll
the balls in cocoa. Triple Sec is
good, too.

4
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Walker and Boring vows solemnized

1 I/

"PFAFF" the
FIRST Name
in Sewing
Machines!
SEWING MACHINE CO
blighoosy 68 • Flikltond • Nair 1•241

Phone 898-7301
1-800-USEW

Say It
With
Heart!

Ashley Michelle Jackson celebrated her second birthday on Wednesday. Feb. 6. She is the daughter of Mitch and Laura Jackson of Rt. 4,
Murray. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bearshy of !Sew
Concord and Mr. and Sirs. Ronnie Jackson of Rt. 4, Murray. Greatgrandparents are Sirs. Selma Rose of Slurray and the late Miller
Rose. the late Mr. and Sirs. S1altrr Bearsby of London. England. Sir.
and Mrs. Mars in Lassiter of Rt. 4, Murray, and Mr. and Sirs. Hayden Jackson of Murray.

ETHEATRES

Warmly Ledger & Times

Miss Amanda Faye Walker and
Brad Alan Boring were married
Saturday. Dec. 15, at 4 p.m. at
Concord United Methodist Church,
Knoxville. Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of
Stanley L. and Nell Walker of
Knoxville, Tenn.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lacey D. Can. of Murray
and of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Walker of Columbia City, Ind.
The groom is the son of Ben and
Patsy Boring of Knoxville.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Elberta Turner of Knoxville.
Miss Stacy Walker of Columbia.
Tenn., was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Linda
Walker, Columbia, Mrs. Benna
Harris and Mrs. Traci Farmer,
Knoxville. and Mrs. lammy Bor-ing, Nashville, Tenn.
The junior bridesmaid was Miss
Corley Hams of Knoxville. Miss
Megan Pugh of Winston-Salem.
N.C., was flower girl_
Ben Boring of Knoxville was
best man.
Groomsmen were Van Boring.
Nashville, Robert Walker, Columbia, and Jeff Lawhorn and Russ
Ford, Knoxville.
The ring bearer was Nathan
McBroom of Columbia.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
The new Mr. and Mrs Boring
are residing in KnoxviII,

2

ri

A4r. and Mrs. Brad Alan Boring
Mrs. Boring is a full time stu
dent studying finance at the Uni
verso' of lennessce.

it

Mr. Boring is an accountant w:th
the firm of Lawhorn, Johnson an
Co. P.C.

One baby and
dismissals are
listed Tuesday
•

Dances With
Wolves (PG-13)
li(rw
bright red

Sleeping With
The Enemy (13)

•

give- uric
drop

r

'

Chamber Singers of Calloway County High School to sing

ChristianiWornen's Club plans luncheon

ti)tia'y
i•

•

Murray

Dismissals
()vie Ward. 505 South 13th St..
Murray: Miss Christelle Palmer,
704 Rey Ct . Murray. John WilMisery R)
liarnson. Rt 2. Box 531. Dover.
Tenn.,
Mrs. Mabel Shosenburg, 1510
Christian Women's Club of MurParklane, Murray, Mrs. Rhoda ray will have a "Paper Doll" luncMermaids (PG-13) • is
Southard, Hilldale Apts., GP-3. heon on Tuesday. Feb. 19, from 12
But 4. Hardin;
noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas
Mrs. Kerry Lyn Sweno. 198
Restaurant. The cost of the luncCYCSttiTCW, Cadiz: Mrs Robbie Lee
heon will he 54.75 per person
Home Alone (PO)
Dabbs. Rt. :. Box 24, Hazel.
Special music will be presented
9 IS
Lawrence Masters. Rt. 1. Box 111. by Chamber Singers of Calloway
Big Sandy. Tenn:,
County High School with Nell EarRaymond Bynum, Rt. 3. Bczx
wood as director. The group will
Bargain Matinees
410,
Murray.
Mrs.
Katrina
Freeman
competing at Kentucky Music
be
Saturday & Sunday ONLY
and baby girl. Rt 5, Box 349. Education Association meeting in
Benton:
Paducah at the end of March They
:Rent sour me"ieb • it the rein% le%!:
•
Miss Lea Deanne Myers, Rt. 5. are also planning to compete in a
.
• loom cIhw•I mei :5 7313:111 •
•
.
Box 668. Murray:. Mrs. Tonya Colfestival at New Orleans, La
•
Open I I:ant lo 10:poo
•
•
son,and baby boy, Rt. 1. Box 547,. April.
Betty Durham of Whitchou,c

filicd with
fli

720 ONLY

•1":•:
.
41si

(inc newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday. Feb. 12.
have be,cn released as follows:
Newborn admission
Las ton bahy boy, parents. Mary
arid Joseph. P#1SB Greenhriar Dr.,

3leleflora
I- lowers
701 South 4th Street
753-4320

FREE
Cool Twist Cone
or Big Cookie
Treat with
this coupon
%ben you use
an coupon behm.

tiardegi
Side Salad

AOC

)n IN00

Viardee*y
(frilled Chicken Supreme

30cOFT

kindest v v
Reg. Roast Beef or
Hot Ham'N'Cheese Sanchvich
8139
Ord),

izsdeeiVi
Turkey Supreme samhsich

On1159

mg. Feb. 17, by calling FrLia
Lovett, 753-3999, or Marilyn
Pritchard, 753-9910
A nursery for prechooler.
he provided at Memorial liaptisi,
Church:NiffSttfy- Nief.V.A.1444;‘, may

be made by (:alling Shariri
McConnell-Worster, 71. 9 442
All interested women are we:
come to attend. There arc no dues,
no membership fees or any tihkga
[ion, said Jill Courtney, Lhalrman
Christian Women's Clui, is a
worldwide organization and is not
affiliated with any church or
denomination

DATEBOOK
Nurse refresher course planned

Singles to see movie Thursday

A registered nurse refresher course for 150 hours of continuing eLlaca
uon has been developed by Area Health Education Center's of Kentucky
(AHEC) in cooperation with Kentucky Nursing Continuing Education
Network. It is designed for RNs who have not practiced for a period of
time and would like to re-enter the work force. The course will include a
12-week self study didactic and 80 hours of clinical experience under the
guidance and supervision of a registered nurse preceptor. The clinical
experience may be done in: A faciky of the nurse's choosing. The litTle
frame for doing the course may be selected by the nurse, but once the
study has started, it needs to be completed in 12 weeks, followed by 80
hours of clinical experiences. For more information contact Ray L. Dunn.
director. Purchase Area Health Education Center. 1400 H.C. Mathis Dr..
Paducah. Ky 42002. or call 1-444 013.

"I he Singles Organizational Society will meet Thursday, Feb. 14. at
f,•45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce buildfig. They will
then go to Cheri Theatre to see a movie with Terry as hoist. This is a
nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always
single, separated. divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret.
1-247-2249

aft 414

Viardeet

wll he guest speaker. She
horn in Tennessee bu [has
1.sed in eight different states in
nited States and in Israel. She has
traveled in evangelism in 12 foreign countries. She is sales director
ir Kormer Cosmetics and has two
daughters and three grandchildren.
The special feature,"Paper Twist
Dolls," will be presented by Beverly Barnes. homemaker and doll
maker. She is originally from Big
Sandy, lenn. Her husband, Scott,
is employed at 1,and Between the
Lakes.
Reservations for the luncheon
should he made by Sunday evenlcnn
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Great Valentine's Day GUI
And Decorating 'Accessories Now
At Murray's Pier 1 Imports.
Heart Shaped Baskets, Frames,
Placemats, Coasters, Candles,
Bath Beads & Terracotta Boxes.
Gift Bags & Tissue
Potpourri
And Lots More
Including New

Spring
Arrivals d
,
41

Pier1 imports
A FlacelbDiscover.University Plaza...On Chestnut Street

Valentine dance to be Saturday
A V-allentine Dance will be Saturday, Feb. 16, from 7 to 10 pin. at
Wcaks Community Center at South Seventh and Poplar Streets„ Murray.
This is being sponsored by Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens. All
ages are welcome to attend the dance featuring big band era music with
Moose as the D.J. Tickets at S3 each are available at the Senior Citizens'
office at Wcaks Center are may be purchased at the door. For information
call 753-8698 or 753-4288. Benefits will go to the George Wcaks Community Center and Murray-Calloway County' Senior Citizens.
(Cont'd on- page 941

To Better Serve You

UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
is proud to announce
the addition of

Linda Boyd
tO the staff
Linda cordially invites you to came by for your
complete hair care, especially women's cuts.
Hours Tue.-Fri., 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat., 8 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
105 N. 16th St.
No
nece
753-1953
40.

• ••••
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Kite building lesNms planned

e( oni'd from page lirt)
MEM

Dead Sea program on Friday

Dog Club will meet on Sunday

A media presentation on the Dead Sea Scrolls will be presented to the
local community on Friday, Feb. 15, at 7 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Earl Hunsakcr, president of Murray Branch
of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints will present the hour-long
program. The Dcad Sea Scrolls have provided religious people throughout
the world, and especially Christians, the opportunity to re-examine the
Holy Bible in light of these and other contemporary religious writings of
the period, a church spokesperson said. All interested persons are invited.

ed

Free tax assistance available
Thc Department of Accounting and Beta Alpha Psi, honorary accounting fraternity, at Murray State University, will sponsor the free Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance Program to low-income taxpayers, senior citizens
and students. This will be each Friday from 12 noon in Room 302 of
Business Building. This service will he on each Friday through April 12,
except March 8 and 15. Each one should bring W-2 and other pertinent
tax information. Parking spaces will he reserved for VITA•in the Business
Building's parking lot parallel to North I6th Street. For information call
762-4193.

German Shepheid Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Sunday, Feb.
17, at 1:30 p.m. Glendhenmere Kennels. Plans for Spring AKC Good Citizenship Test and other activities will he discussed. All German Shepherd
dog owners are invited and encouraged to attend, according to Mary Adelman, president. For more information call 436-2858, or 1-247-8433.

UMW dinner will be Thursday
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will have a
Sweetheart Dinner on Thursday, Feb. 14, at.6 p.m. at Country Crossroads,
Hardin. All members and their spouses or guests are urged to attend, a
UMW spokeswoman said.

Country Club dinner Friday
Murray Country Club will have a Sweetheart Dinner on Friday, Feb.
IS. Serving will be from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Reservations should be made by
Thursday by calling 753-8116 or 753-6113.

W.A.T.C.H. receives donations

Oaks ladies plan luncheon
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will have a luncheon on Wednesday, Feb.
20, at 12 noon. Reservations should be made by Monday, Feb. 18, by
calling Joanne Honefanger, 759-1337, or Irene Wcxxis, 753-3139. Other
members of the committee are Mary Wells. Murrellc Walker, Laura Parker, Nancy Rogers, Ann Doran, Deanna Randolph, Trecia Ray, Vicki Singleton, Faye McConnell, Kathryn Wright, Mary Lawson, Sheri Ross,
Sandra Friend, Betty Atkins, Anna Lou Coleman, Laverne Claxton,
Beverly Fridy and Claudine Epps Bridge will be played at 9:30 a.m.

I
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PWP dance will he Saturday
Paducah Parents Without Partners v.ill have a Valentine's Dance on
Saturday, Feb. 16, at 14 p.m. at Riding Club Building, 30th and Monroe
Streets, Paducah. Admission of S3 includes soft drinks, coffee, snacks and
door prizes. This is an open dance and all adults are invited. For more
information call 1-443-2432.

A series of kite building lessons will be offered at Calloway ( (writ%
Public Library starting Saturday, March 9, at 10 a.m. Two other .e—
sions are scheduled for Saturdays, March 16 and 23. with Mary Arm,
Halley, Vince Medlock and Ted Dotson as instructors. kite design,
will meet the guidelines established by Betty Scott's Committee for
the kite flying contest at Springtime in the Park. A small fee of $2 for
supplies will be taken. Video tapes and movies of kite building ar•ri
kite flying will be scheduled at the library during Fehruar , drid
March. An exhibit of kites will hang in the library merlin?
throughout the month of March. For information call 753-22ss
tured planning the lessons are, from left, Ben Graves, lihran cirr, tor, Betty Scott, Vince Medlock and Nlary Anne Haile'..
persons may complete the registration form printed brio..

Local bands' concert Thursday
Kite Building Registration

"Strike Up the Bands" will be the program to he presented by Murray
High School and Calloway County High School Bands and Murray State
University Symphonic Wind Ensemble on Thursday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. This cooperative performance is the fourth of its kind at MSU, according to Dennis Johnson,
director of MSU. The evening concert is free and one of the "Especially
for Youth" concerts presented by Murray Civic Music Association, Music
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative and Murray State University Each hand will perform a program of short selections and then all of the musicians will combine for a
special feature attaction. John Stroube and Beth E. Strihling arc conductors for MI6 Band; Fred Ashby and Gary Mullins for CCHS Band.

,V1(ires

W.A.T.C.11. (work activities training center for the handicapped) at
702 Main St., Murray, recently received donations from two groups.
In top photo, Elizabeth Puckett, left, secretary-treasurer of Dexter
Homemakers Club, presents a check for S.350 to Peggy Williams.
executive director of W.A.T.C.H. to help to meet operational
expenses. In bottom photo are members of South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club who presented W.A.T.C.11. with a gift of $88 from
the club. They are, from left, Clarkie Butterworth, luta Ilutson, Inez
Butterworth, Delpha Taylor and Tvvila Coleman.

National pageant is scheduled
An All-American National Pageant. sponsored by Metroplitan Pageants.
Inc., will be Saturday and Sunday, March 9 and 10, at the Sheraton Airport, Memphis, Tenn. Divisions for girls are 0 to 18 months, 19 to 35
months, 3 to 4 years. 5 to 6 years. 7 to 9 years, 10 to 12 ycrs, 13 to 15
years, and 16 and over; and for boys of all ages. Each one's beauty fee is
paid and each will receive a special discount if one enters before March I.
For entry forms and more information call 753-9866.

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Vance of Rt. 6, Box 2014. Murray, arc the parents of
a daughter, Laken Daniella. weighing eight pounds seven ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Tuesday, Feb. 5, at 12:48 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Kristi Lynn Knight. Grandparents arc Chester and Liz Knight of Salem and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vance
of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Sue Davenport of Mexico, Ky.,
Otis Moore of Louisville, the late Mr. and Mrs. "Spirlin" Knight, Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Vance of Murra. and the late Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Turner of
Murray.
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The annual Style Shows by Music Department of Murray Woman's
Club will be Tuesday. March 19. The luncheon and show will be at 12
noon with tickets being S7 each. The dessert and show will be at 7 p.m.
with tickets being S4 each. Tickets may be purchased from Tamara Outland, Laura Miller or Karen Isaacs, committee members, or from Annie
Nance at downtown Peoples Bank, or from any member of the Music
Department.
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Chess Club now selling tickets
Murray Middle School Chesk Club are now selling tickets at 50 cents
each for an autographed basketball donated by Head Basketball Coach
Steve Newton of Murray State University. The ball is signed by the
coaching staff and all members of the 1991 MSU Racer basketball team.
The autographed ball, signed on the evening of Coach Newton's 200th
win, will be given away at half time of Murray-Fulton County basketball
game on Friday, Feb. 22. Funds will go to help send the MMS Chess
Team to the 1991 USCF National Elementary Chess Tournament in Rye,
N.Y., in April. Tickets are available from any club member and at all
MMS ball games. For more information contact Cheryl Crouch, 753-0252.
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Sweet Talking

Grace banquets are scheduled
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Any Valentine Cake ($10 Min.)
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$1099 sq. yd.
In Stock 8395 & up

Kitchen Print
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60 oz. Stain Release

ASSE International Student Exchange Programs are in need of local
families to host boys and girls from Scandinavia, France, Italy, Canada,
New Zealand, Spain, Germany, Holland, Great Brittain, Japan and Switzerland for the 1991-92 school year. Students are well-screened, 15 to 18
years old, fluent in English and come fully insured. For details on how
you can become an ASSE Host Family call 1-800-333-3802 or call your
ASSE Area Representatives, Katarina and Dwayne Wood, Rt. 2, Box 128,
Hickory, Ky. 42051, phone 1-658-3750.

r

Short Roll
Carpets
$288

Rolls - 8 Colors in Stock
one 30
Cut Loop
Q./29
vieeu Sculptured Carpet SQ
, way (Example:
100 yds. of carpet & pad only

Host families neededby ASSE

DP

Large Selection of

Starting At

Valentine banquets are being planned by Various groups at Grace Baptist Church. The Adult event will be Friday. Feb. 15, at 6:30 p.m. with the
cost being S6.50 per person. The College-Career and Youth (7-12 grades)
event will be Saturday, Feb. 16, at 6 p.m. with the cost being $5 per person. Reservations may be made with Pat Johnson. The Children's event
will be Sunday, Feb. 17, at 12 noon with Judy Downey in charge of
arrangements.
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Choir auditions planned
James Martin Cordell, director.
Church Music Department, Kentucky Baptist Convention, has
announced audition dates. times

Texgy
Paint & Diecorating Center

Mori Stki ation & Maryann t

Take advantage of our
Professional interior
Design Services

Can For An in-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

and locations for the 1991 Kentucky Baptist All-State Youth
Choir.
Dates, times and locations are as
follows:
Saturday. Feb. 16, from 10 a.m.
to 12 noon at First Baptist Church.
Somerset;
Saturday, Feb. 23, from 2 to 4
p.m. at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville.
Saturday. March 2, from 2 to 4
p.m. at St. Matthews Baptist
Church, Louisville.
Applications are mandatory and
are available through The Church
music Department, Kentucky Bap;:st Convention, P.O. Box 41433,
Middletown, Ky. 40253.
High school youth who are
active MeMbers of a church in the
Kentucky Baptist Convention and
ho have completed grades 9, 10,
11 or 12 by June 1991 arc eligible
to audition_ The goal for 1991 is to
have SO choir members.
The choir will participate in a
%treat and tour July 14-21. 1991.
Dr John Dickson. Southern Baptist
Theoloccal Seminary, will be the
conductor

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Brent Allen
Ditching

Wednesday, Feb. 13
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m and regular meeting at 5'30
p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Ash Wednesday Masses at 12 noon and 7 p.m.,
Murray Food Coop Delivery from
a.m. to 12 noon. CREED series
at 10 a m ; RCIA at 730 p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p m at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will he at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Ash Wednesday services will be
at 12.10 pm. and 5'15 p.m at St.
John's Episcopal Church.
"Coaching Your Way to More
Positive Self-Esteem." a community education course, will he from 6
to S p m on Murray State Univer
sit.. campus For rnor• inform tH.,!,
‘.411 7h2-459

Events at First Christian Church
will include Children's Choir at
F 30 p m Wonderful Wacky Wednes,!.is s at 6
Chancel Choir at
Aesleyan

Wednesday, Feb. 13
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p m with Alice
Koenecke
.Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m ; Youth Club at 5
p.m.. Wednesday Night Fellowship
at 5 10 p.m ; Chancel Choir and
Ash Wednesday servicc at 7- 10
m
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid -Week
Bible Study at 7 p.m
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
m , Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5'10 p.m ; Library
open at 6:15 p.m.; Children's
Choirs, Prayer Meeting and Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.,
Sanctuary Choir at 745 p m
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Choir at 6:15
p.m., Youth Bible Study at 7 p.m.,
Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Supper at 6
p.m.: Prayer Service at 7 p.m.,
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p m.

ircle of First United

Betty Palmer presents lesson
for Wadesboro Homemakers
Betty Palmer presented a Maj47
lesson on "Estate and Tal
ning" at a meeting of Wadeshoro
Homemakers Club held Tuesday,
Jan. IS, at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
Mrs. Palmer gave the highlights
of the lesson presented by, Chuck
Foster of Bank of Murray to the
lesson leaders for Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs.
The newsletter on "Child Abuse"
was read by LaVerna

s,lid that 90 percent of offenders
are male and paEents should
encourage their children to talk
about situations that bother them
Pawnee Bedwell, president, presided. Dixie Palmer directed the
recreational period.
Also present were Imogene Palmer. Elaine Collins, Grace Parker
and Ruby Burchett.
The club will meet Tuesday.
Feh. 19, at II a m. at Sirloin

Hazel sends boxes

Wednesday, Feb. 13
Study Group will meet at 7 p.m.
at Kirksey United Methodist
Church.

Reservations for dinner on Friday at Murray Country Club should
be made by today by calling
753-8116 or 753-6113.

Thursday, Feb. 14
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Center and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Weaks Community' Center.

Murray State University Wind
Ensemble will join Murray High
School and Calloway County High
School Bands for "Strike Up the
Bands" concert at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is free.

Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach,
75,3-3580.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will he at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center. St. Leo Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have,
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray' Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m at Sirloin Stockade.
Murray' Rotary' Club will meet at
12 noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORD Program at 10 a.m.: Choir Practice and
CREED Series at 7 p.m.

"African Queen," a 1951 American film, will be shown at 7:30
p.m. in Claris Center Theater,
Murray' State University. Admission is free.
Calloway County High School
Girls' Basketball Teams will play'
at Carlisle County High School.
Exercise Class will meet at 10
a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 645 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce to go to a movie at
Cheri Theatre. For information call
Pamela, 753-7618, or Jeanne,
751-0224.

Young in Hearts Group of Glendale Road Church of Christ will
meet at 10,30 a.m.

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp,
Sons of Confederate Veterans, will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at home of Commander Cletus Murphy' Jr. For
information call 1-653-5951.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will have a
sweetheart dinner with spouses and
guests at 6 p.m. at Country Crossroads, Hardin.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 6 p.m. at
Mr. Gatos.

Pacers Homemakers Club is
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.

Group IV of CWF of First
Christian Church will have a sack
lunch meeting at 12 noon at
church.

This Week's Special,•
ria'nOt';e' F'.es & Mec

Thursday, Feb. 14
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet at 7 p.m.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

759-1515

Surer I979

listed

Murray Alliance for the Mentally
III will meet from 6 to 5 p.m. in
private dining room of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Bowling for First Baptist Church
will he at 6:30 p.m. at Cums Center, Murray State University
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital wiii be
at Kenlake State Park, Aurora,
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
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Leather hints are given

EL&Igy Night Buffet

,

Bar-B-0 Ribs Pond Raised Catfish
Ffilets, Fried Chicken. Country Ham
Food Bar Salad Bar
Dassart Bar, include! Drink

-
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Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
Murray
753-0045 IA
ik Chestnut St
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Wed., Feb. 13th - Mon. 18th
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Caroline
Country Ruffles
$3596
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Custom
-Mini Blinds
•Pleated Shades

50%
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-Vertical Blinds
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Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
OR STEAK AFTER 4 P!;

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11
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Day Bed
Ensembles

Hazel Woman's Club recently sent special articles to the service men
and women from Calloway County now stationed in the Middle East
with Desert Storm. Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, left, of Hazel Woman's
Club and Kathy Culbert are shown looking at some of the articles
mailed to the service men and women.
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WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER GAS PRICE

•Kitchen Curtains
-Placemats
'Chair Pads

S4896

NEW YORK (AP)
So you
want to buy a shearling coat to finish out the winter or a leather bomber jacket to welcome the spring.
But as_ a.carcful consumer, how do
you shop for quality?
"The first thing people do when
they're looking at leather is to
touch it," says Lili Glassman,
managing director of the Leather
Apparel Association, Inc., a trade
group. "Leather has a soft feeling
that everyone loves."
Generally, the softer the leather,
the more expensive it is, she says.
Lamb is the softest of the common
leathers, followed by cowhide and
pigskin.
A leather garment is made of
individual pieces which must be
matched for texture and color. The
better the match, the better the

4110

Diane Keaton gets honor
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) Diane Keaton rode in an open
1950s Lincoln while male students
in drag from Harvard University's
Hasty Pudding theater group
sashayed alongside in a parade
honoring the actress as Woman of
the Year.
Members of the Hasty Pudding
Theatricals wore eyeliner, lipstick

Now Available
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Why pay rent and more per gallon for
gas when you can own your tank and
buy from us at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE.

Downtown Paris, TN
642-9019
1-800-748-9342
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VMagic Chef
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REEVES DRAPERY
OUTLET
204 N. Brewer St.
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and fake busts Tuesday as they'
honored Keaton, the first lady of
Woody Allen films, during the
group's annual parade.
Clint Eastwood, named Man of
the Year, will receive his award
next week. Past winners include
Katherine Hepburn, Lucille Ball,
Glenn Close, Steven Spielberg,
Robert DeNiro and Kevin Costner.

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES •

10% Off

Visa
MC
Discover

quality'. Also, in more expensive
garments flaws will be cut out of
the skins rather than being masked.
All leathers must be tanned to
make them pliable, but this
changes the natural color. So dying
is a necessity', whether you want a
natural look or one of the brights
that are so popular. The best
method of dying is drum-dying.
The color permeates the leather,
making it more durable than when
it is applied only to the leather's
surface.
During the dying process, quality'
leather also is treated for water and
stain resistance, further adding to
the cost — and the garment's
duraNlity.
The Leather Apparel Association
includes U.S. manufacturers. tanners and retailers.

0

NDERWOOD
APPLIANCE 759-1505
Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North rn
• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES •
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Bakker's sentence thrown out on appeal
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network, was sentenced to 45 years
in prison and fined $500P00 on
Oct. 24, 1989, for defrauding followers who bought partnerships in
PTL's Heritage USA vacation park
and retreat in Fort Mill, S.C.
Bakker, who was taken away in
leg irons after his sentencing, is
serving his sentence at a federal
prison in Rochester, Minn.
During the sentencing hearing,
Potter said Bakker "had no thought
whatever about his victims and
those of us who do have a religion
are ridiculed as being saps (for)
money-grubbing preachers or
priests."
The appeals court ruled Tuesday
that judges cannot punish defendants for offending the judges' personal religious beliefs.
"Whether or not the trial judge
has a religion is irrelevant for purposes of sentencing," said the
opinion written by Judge J. Harvie
Wilkinson III and joined by Judges
J. Dickson Phillips Jr. and John D.
Buuner Jr. "The imposition of a
lengthy prison term here may have
reflected the fact that the court's
own sense of religious propriety
had somehow been betrayed."
Bakker has not granted any
interviews while in prison, and
continued to refuse interviews after
learning of the ruling Tuesday, said
John Chrcno, executive assistant to
the warden at the Federal Medical
Center in Rochester.

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) -- The
judge who gave Jim Bakker a
45-year prison term was influenced
by his religious beliefs, said an
appeals court that Tuesday ordered
the former television evangelist
resentenced.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Richmond upheld Bakker's 1989 conviction on 24 counts
of mail fraud, wire fraud and
conspiracy.
But the three-judge panel threw
out the sentence because of
remarks made by U.S. District
Judge Robert D. Potter at the sentencing hearing in Charlotte, N.C.
Thc court ordered that Bakker be
resentenced by a different judge.
"I am just delighted. I just
talked to my husband and the
whole prison was excited for him.
He was in a no-smoking class, and
they broke in on the middle of the
class and said, 'Jim. Jim, you've
won part of your appeal!" Bakker's wife, Tammy Faye, said at
tier New Covenant Ministry Church
near Orlando, Fla.
Bakker's lawyers said they
would try to get him released on
bail until he is resentenced.
"I would think that common
sense justice would require that. He
should never have been incarcerated during this appeal," said
attorney George T. Davis from San
Francisco.
Bakker, who founded the PTL

Ashcraft, U.S. attorney for
the Western District of North Carolina, said prosecutors were gratified that the conviction was upheld.
"We arc especially pleased by
the holding of the appeals court
that the defendant's rights at trial
were 'meticulously observed,— he
said. "With respect to the sentencing issue, the government will
withhold comment until the appropriate time in court."
Mrs. Bakker said she had learned
of the ruling in a telephone call
from her crying daughter, Tammy
Sue.
"Everyone is excited and we're
deeply grateful. And I believe that
before this is over, Jim is going to
be totally exonerated of all wrongdoing," Mrs. Bakker said.
Davis said the defense team
would likely appeal the ruling on
the conviction to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Bakker's appeal was argued last
October by Alan M. Dershowitz, a
Harvard University law professor
who joined the case after Bakker
was convicted.

Dershowiu had also argued that
Bakker's sentence exceeded federal
sentencing guidelines that took
effect Nov. 1, 1987. But the court
said the guidelines do not apply.
because the conspiracy began in
1982.
The court also rejected Bakker's
claims that his jury trial was
tainted by publicity, that he si.as
denied effective counsel, that 1.
rulings on evidence were incorre4..t
and that jury instruction
improper
On the publicity charge. ti.,
court noted that Bakker made Ire
qucnt appearances on national tele
vision shows before the ma'
'A defendant should no:
allowed to manipulate the crir•
justice system by generati'
icily and then using i.
'city to support hi,
media attention srr,
case created a pre-,
judice." the cour
In Charlotte. So
ter's law clerk
out of the
surgery.

Your Individual
Horoscope

returning tk pr.,
people."
"Now that I've served the time
I really think they owe mc something. My mother spent so much
money on lawyers trying to get me
out," he said. "I really could have
been somebody hut they took that
away -- 13 years of my life gone
down the drain. A dead life."
Gaines,.now a supervisor for a
produce company, was engaged
when he went to pnson and was
married after his release, lie and
his wife, Ann,Thave two daughters.
"I waited," Mrs. Gaines said
'I knew he would get out. I nok:r
thought about not waiting for film.
I waited with open arms.-
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We Want To Be
Your Place!

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat & Sun
*Weekday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar $3.95
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
Pi/

; r,; ,

•1 pi

;,4

Party Room Available

,
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City of Jeffersontown, Kentucky
Public Properties Corporation
First Mortgage Bonds
$6,300,000.00
990A

City of Douglass Hills, Kentucky
Permanent Financing
$300,000.00

Man imprisoned unjustly
for 13 years wants compensation

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) A
man who served 13 years in prison
Ion two killings has been cleared of
the crimes, and he says that while
he is not bitter he feels the state
owes him for his time.
"I wanted to have something for
but because of my time in
myself,
Frances Drake
couldn't do any of that,"
I
prison
11441
plift T111 .RSDAY, FEBRUARY 14,
says Freddie Lee Gaines. He was a
SCORPIO
ARIES
19-year-old farmers' market worktort. 23 to Nov 21
Mar 21 to Apr 1I-9)
er when he was arrested in the killF'eelings grow deeper in romance.
.1)UpleS will Prkjily a special outing ings of two Birmingham women in
N4,11 Ifiay be ctintemplating the purch
together Romance and pleasure 1973.
ase of a luxury item The fOCIIS 110W is
interests are highlighted_ Tonight you
Gaines, now 40, was released
friellliShips arid group activities.
may make a major decision affecting from prison in 1985 after serving
Howevcr. don't mix business and
family and home.
13 years of a 30-year sentence,
SAGITTARIUS
time off for good behavior.
with
TAITRUS
(Nov 22 to Dec. 21)
conviction remained on his
the
But
f Apr 20 to May 211)
Shoppers may find themselves
record, causing him problems in
'ouples will feel esprilally close to
returning an item today. A special
each other now. You're ready today closeness exists now between family getting loans, buying a car and perfriends he was innocent.
to make a rlf•IN start in business, but
members. It's a fruitful time with you suading
Then, last August, a man
advice you receivi,right now may be sparkling with new ideas and plans.
arrested in Jacksonville, Fla., on
conflicting
CAPRICORN ,
GEMINI
drug charges told authorities there
11ec. 22 to Jan 191
May 21 to June
You're ready to do some major he had killed the Birmingham
Artistic types will achieve a SUC- shopping. but you may have difficulty women during a robbery at their
41•SS todaY I hwall. it's a day of making up your mind as to which apartment.
business progress New plans are in
brand to buy. You Will feel especially
The man arrested in Florida, Larthe works regarding travel, edu('a
close to a friend now.
D. Cohen, 35, a Birmingham
ry
bon and publishing
AQUARRJS
"looks uncannily like
native,
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Gaines," said Gaines' lawyer.
.1urie. 21 to ,July 22)
Someone appreciates your past
travel now meet with loyalty and now is ready to do you a Roger C. Appell.
Appel' went to court Monday
romance I native types will meet business favor. It's a time for new
with commercial opportunities. It's a begmning,s and to act upon your "with newly discovered evidence"
and, after five minutes, Gaines
good unie to meet with hankers and ideas.
walked out with the conviction
to establish credit
PISCES
notar
LEO
cit (Feb. I9 to• Mar 20)
•42101 wiped out.
.11.11y 23 to Aug 22)
"I don't have any record or anyTravel now has romantic overSomeone is wellantentioned, but tones. You may opt for someAreace tbingr. he said. "It's no longer
may n`ot be of much help Entertain- and quiet. today as preferabIl. to there and I feel good about it. I'm
ing at horne is favored. Family ties socializing with others. A friend is
not bitter. I'm just living my life. I
grow stronger now Couples make somewhat hard to pin down.
hate anybody. I love
don't
unpia-tant thlasi4ms n.eday.
VA'Br )RN TI MAY have an adveneverybody."
VIRGO
turous approach to life and may be
He said, however, that the state
Aug 23 to Sept 22)
somewhat restless. You must learn to
You may abandon one work pro- take a chance on your talents and not owes him something.
"We're going to try to get the
ject now, only to start another. It's a to simply take what chance throws
time of improved romantic rapport. your way. You may have a talent for Legislature to pass a bill compenEvening hours could bring some acting or brokerage. You also have a sating him for the wrong that's
minor t.liariges in plans
metaphysical side and could become been done him," Appell said. "No
LIBRA
amount would compensate him, but
a wise counselor to others.
( Sept. 23 to I RI. 22)
404
SI million would be what we'll be
You'll really put your heart into
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.) looking for."
today's work project. Income should
Gaines said he joined a prison
Forecast for Today or the Future
improve now and shopping is a plus.
1 900 226 0360
program while serving
ministries
Tonight places an accent on romance.
SI a minute
time and since then has been
and dating
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REPUBLIC
Bank & Trust Company
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- Read the Classified Daily
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Spring Dresses
Take .4n Additional

20% Off
:1 beautiful assortment of Spring
Dresses has just arrived. ('Ii mu
from lovelyjlorals and solids
in fresh new spring colors.
Junior, Misses cti:

Peplum oversized T-Shirt%
in a great assoilment of Spring
colors. S

!Or

Southern States

, as they
a lady of
uring the
J Man of
lis award
s include
ille Ball,
ipielberg.
1 Costner.

13

6 41111.11

.4 pt 5 in. ASTM Class III zinc
coating • 80 rod roll
18 ga. Motto Jr.

21"
15

2

ga Motto

24"
Meitto

Motto
High-Tensile
Field Fence
.ASTM class Ill zinc
coating • 141/2 ga. 12'/2
ga filler wires do same
job as conventional
fence wit) 121/2 ga 11
ga filler wires • 20 rod
roll • Easier to put up

111111a it

t
1 .'1
0

Windvane
Feeder
-Breeze turns hood to protect salt or
minerals • Resists dents • Won't tip Over

:1
Spring Savings

59"

S inn: Savings

Alfred Thinner Spring Coordinates Take.lir Extra 25c7c Off
(Junior & Misses) Reg. 24.99 12.99
Fashion Jeans

59"
1047-6-14'/2 66"

Fall & Winter Merchandise
An EXTRA 50% Off & More!
* Dresses * Novelty Sweaters * Woven 2-Piece Dressing
* Novelty Knit Tops * Ski Jackets * Leather Jackets
* Long Leather Coats * Denim Jackets * Wool Coats

"
939-6-12 '/2 35
1047-6-12 1/2

9895

•

Industrial Road - Murray - 753-1423

L

.11:1 Central Shopping Center - Murray
...113k• 1.1

Quality forEveryone
• ,rr •

••••••
•
*••,.<
*444"

•

A m erica n Flag
Pin With Any
Purchase
While Supplies Last!

939-6-141/2
- •

•

'ale

.1 Aw,oilts

High Tensile
Barbed Wire

Fashion look leggins in
many colOrs. S.11

• ,,rt •,•
,
,, •
a• . •'

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991

1401
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MHS Speech Team wins second at regionals
The Murray High School Speech
Team participated in the Regional
Speech Tournament held at Murray
State University, Feb. 9. The team
placed second in the sweepstakes
awards with 103 points. Calloway
County placed first with 113 points
and Christian County finished third
with 46 points.
The purpose of the regional tournament is to qualify students to
compete in the Kentucky State
Speech Tournament. The state tournament will be held in Bowling
Green. March 22 and 23. It is sponsored by the Kentucky High School
Speech League.
Three students may enter in each
event. Those qualifying from the
N14rra team include: Kaylin
Haverstock. Eric Niffenegger and
Mars Friend in broadcasting:
Karen Mikuleik. Melissa Muscio
and Ginger Crouch in dramatic
interpretation. Muscio and Niffenegger. Chanon Chaney and Jennlfer Fairbanks and John Dailey
and Andy Vaughan in duo interpretation. Shannon Farley and Brian
FI:cktnger :n extemporaneous
speak:74. Rob Carpenter in humorous inteTretatiQn, Andrea Rose
and KoJ1 Compton in impromptu
speaking. Katherine Hurt, Alison
Ward and Janise Greer in original
oratory. Fairbanks and Leigh Ann
Carter and Dana tiohman in poetry
interpretation, Meredith Julian.
Daey and Michael Robinson in
solo acting and Thomas Cary, Scott
Conk:in and Carpenter in
storyteiling

Districts can now
apply for funds
for local centers
AP) — Loc.
now can apply
:0 create local censt,,,dents at nsk of failthe Cabinet
7:CS said

• k\\Kl-ORT. K
••Ir

aile4 to Kencabinet
:..
mandated in
Education
K.
•
N'
L44ents at rlia
ce to problems
,:cr,:c7S are to link
7
f.v.m.ies with the
services. The
771"..iy ,appropriated
:or tne centers in the
sLiar
a: rcw up guide'ira— estimated
tn.c
v. A
c:rs.

Jones proposes
more money for
early childhood

ment by placing in earlier tournaments. these students include: Peter
Johnson, extemporaneous speaking:
Andy Vaughan and Daniel Cohen

Several students from Murray
High were unable to attend the regional tournament, but had previously qualified for the state tourna-

Sale Good
2-13-91
thru 2-19-91

in humorous interpretation; Leigh
Ann Caner in impromptu speaking
and Daniel Cohen in prose
interpretation.

BE A GOOD

NEIGHBOR

COIRITIEnr

Fec.c.a

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

American Heart a p
Association 111‘,7
ill I( SF R% F

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

1111Lirliv1.
Deli Hot Line
753-7811

7J4ad — 7444t144d 7te44
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Volunteer
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:
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To
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U S. Choice Boneless

Round Steak
1 79
Lb
Boneless $1.99 Lb

Emge Slab By The Piece

Ground Beef
Bacon
Pork $1 19
Pork
L
b
$259 Cutlet
3-4 Lb
Chops

Sirloin Tip Roast
S

Center Cut
Smoked

Extra Lean

Tip
Steak
$0379
dr. Lb

$199
I Lb

vying Chicken
24)/0
Milk
$i 99
rs,a

c
59Lb

Armour 15 oz

Corn
Meal Mix

Green Beans 4 t, cil
Paper Towels

._Jramour4

279C

89°

or W.K Golden

$309 Corn

2/79'
59'

SUr

eye

14.5 oz.

'
2/79

''.:r= : T'g• 9
. 'ea' Nortern. Pinto or

1 /Ow

Blackeye Peas

JI7/

,

15 oz

,. ;rest) Parish or Kosher Icicle

Pickles
'y

24 oz $ 1

lrc

Macaroni

2/89'

[101

+ Dep.
I 69

8 Pk. 16 oz.

Merit Saltine

Crackers

7 oz

Welchs Grape
32 oz

. . r jHyedellPark
Readross
SSalt
C

39

3/89'
59'

Plain or Iodized 1 lb

41$ 1"
Extra Long Reg or Thin

Spaghetti

7 oz

3/89'

Hyde Park Microwave

Popcorn

29

10/2 oz $ 1

RC & Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite 12 pk. cans $299
l
b
ocksoce

eli.
V..jd-ok

30 districts.
d mean an addi,7 ,:,ring four years.
governor also
w::.:ng up regional cen•.rve state to help teachskills Six to eight of
costing up to
cach. should be opdned
te as an initial-step.
V:70

f

Owens Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Ham

$489

The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) office of Murray will
be closed Monday in observance of
Presidents' Day
The office will reopen Tuesday
as normal

Cheese

American

Cheese

Wash X-Fancy
Del Red or Golden

Dole Golden
Ripe

Apples

Bananas

89
$279
69 39,
$3
Lb

'

FmHA to close
Monday, Feb. 18

Baby Swiss

Owens POMOUS

Owens Best

BBQ Pork
$499

BBQ Chicken
$219
Lb

10 Lb

Russett

Potatoes
1 39

Lb

Owen s Best

BBC) Ribs
$129
,

Tel
can
16,
mo
70(

the
pur
the
the

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

Cubelets
Tomatoes

w/Beons

14 5 oz

Limit

:.,•

to

Freshlike

Nunn Better
SR 5 Lb

5 At:3C 2',../ChaseS
'00 ono Othef DrinKS

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew.
Det Mt Dew. Dr, Pepper
Lic.S C_.*

StJper Trim Bnston Rijtt

Rump Roast Pork Roast
59 Chili
29
1 39 Green
Peas

99c

7

th
lel

Lb

Pork Steak

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper
2 Liter

VI

$2.99

U.S. Choice Boneless
Rolled

Prone Form

Owens Best Family Pack

3 Lb Bag
Yellow

Fresh
California

Fresh Crisp
California

Onions

Strawberries

Broccoli

990 99! 99

Bu

'

•-

a
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'College Student for a Day' program set

National FHA Week

fj

s:
>at.
p.m

V

ers
Pack

Def
Lb
Pkg.

3utt

st
29

Murray Mayor Bill Cherry proclaims the week of Feb. 10-16 as
National Future Homemakers of America Week. Pictured witnessing
the proclamation is Calloway County FHA President Alison Burton,
left, and scholarship chairman Marianne Gilbert. The theme of the
week is "Working Today For A Better Tomorrow."

Area minority students will have
the opportunity to attend a "College
Student for a Day" program Friday,
Feb. 15 a: Murray State University.
Approximately 60 seventh and
eighth grade minority students from
schools in Murray, Mayfield, Padu
cah and McCracken County will visit
Murray State for the day. "The purpose of the program is to give students
a true feeling of college life," accord
ing to Odelsia Torian, coordinator ol
the Governor's Minority Student College Preparation Program. "We've set
the day up in order for them hi
experience college."
In October the junior high students
were paired with a college "big
brother/big sister" who will serve as
their mentor Friday. Approximately
40 minority MSU students are in
volved in the program.
The students will he welcomed to
Murray State by Di. James, Booth',
provost and vice president of
academic and student affairs, and Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions. The college students will meet with their littic
brother/sister and take them to a class
and treat them to lunch. Activities are
1.40 p m
planned from 8 a.in

They will meet with representatives from university housing,student
relations, Upward Bound and Minority Affairs. Time is also planned
for students to meet with the dean of

Commandery No. 49
to hold breakfast
Mayfield Commandery No. 49
will hold its 23rd annual Knights
Templar Eye Foundation all-youcan-cat country ham breakfast Feb.
16, 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the commons of Mayfield High School,
7(10 Douthitt St.
The price is a S4 donation for
the breakfast and tickets mey be
purchased from any member, or at
the door. All proceeds will go to
the 'Knights Templar Eye Foundation, which assists in paying for
surgery to save and preserve
eyesight.

Career Day Tuesday, Feb. 19.
The career day will be from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom. It is open to all Murray State
students who are interested in a career
in business, industry ori government.
According to Kathie Fleming,
coordinator of the career day,some of
the busHcsses registered are BF Factory Outlets, St. Paul's Insurance,

SUPER SPECIALS!

2

if

(Starts 4 p.m.)

10 OZ.

$785 IP

V
V

PRIME RIB

IP
Free Salad Bar with All Specials! v
IP
ir
Only At:
fr
wf,
arc 91-PrIng 2,!i

Pleaant E,1,

(

V

DIA.A:

V

rINT Dmr..(; REST.11.1RANT
Also Owners a Operators of Majestic of Mayfield

II

ikQUALU3

641 S., MURRAY, KY

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

'i

e

)‘ )

_,...„...........A

SAVE

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello

4

Surf

Laundry Powder

2 Liter
Bottle

21 Oz.
Can
ScotTowel

39 oz
Box

Ivory

Duncan Hines

Paper Towels

,

r

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Bathroom Tissuv -

IP

753-1505 11/

.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

Northern

VP
V

753-0489

Cherry Pie Filling

,

We Accept Reservations., For Small or Large Parties. Receptions, Lroup Miqaings

Compare Our Price & Coverage

Lucky Leaf Regular or Lite

vv
lip

h MIGNON

EVERY FRIDAY
6 SATURDAY

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health

759-1144

IFv

$1.345;
V
V
V
0F
lOno
jE
zT
.
$1
I5F If
u V
IP
V
V
OUR FAMOUS
$95 ;
SEAFOOD BUFFET U
IP
N.Y.
STRIPS

210 oz.
95
RIBEYES$14

(
j
j

6th & Main

-

210 oz.

14 oz.
T-BONE $1295
STEAKS

Marion (Ill.) Pepsi-Cola, Model
World, Boy Scouts of American,
Tek-Pak,the Federal Bureau of Investigation, J.C. Penney. K-Mart, Ingersoll-Rand, Coast Guard, Marines, Air
Force, Army and Kentucky State
Police.
The Placement Office at Murray
State coordinates several career days
throughout the academic year.

Ross Insurance Agency

LLiLuilo
will be a panel disc•,;sion
for success led by MS t; students.
"The College Student for a Day"
will be an ongoing program at MSI "
Ms. Torian said

the college of their choice.
In the afternoon, Dr. Kenneth Mason, assistant professor of history at
Murray State, will speak on self
assertion. The final event of the day

co VALENTINE'S WEEKEND iiiiD

Business/Government Career Day planned
Representatives from about 40
companies and agencies will be on the
Murray State University campus for a.
Business/Industry and Government

PA(•1- 111

Cake Mix IDishwashin Liquid

4 Roll
Pkg.

22 oz
Bottle

Folgers

nstant Coffee

)es
39

Yellow

Onions

'D C
RC Products 8 pie 16 oz. $1.69 • Dep

3

Corn

Paramount

Chili Red Seedless

Chili w/Beans

Grapes

98Lb.

For $100

•

,
"•,‘\ —

**•.

Cabbage

Lb.

Cucumbers

111

Lb

sl
00
.
For

,
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Laker effort falls

Bringing out the best

By DAVID RAME Y
cimicaia & TIrnee Asst Spoils

EdNor

Paducah Tilghman brought out the best in the Calloway County Lakers Tuesday night, but in the end. the
Ulcers brought out the best in the Tornado in Tilghman's 82-69 victory at Calloway.
Just hours after being named the No. 1 team in the
state in the Associated Press poll, Tilghman found
themselves trailing Calloway by ten earls in the sec
ond half.
The Lakers had rallied from a slow start to take the
edge before Tilghman, with its bounty of talent, turned
up the heat on their pressure defense, forcing 17 Laker
turnoversin the second half as they used a 15-2 run to
take command.
Calloway, despite us 13-12 record, has twice shown
it has the potential to knock off the 21.2 defending
regional champions.
"I feel like we can do some things, because we have
four good billhandlers, that can cause them prob.
lems." Laker coach Russ Wall said.
"I think Calloway definitely has our number,"
Tilghman coach Steve Dreher said. "They know how
to play us and they do a good job of it
The Lakers, however, got away from their 'game
,plan after gaining the ten-point edge early in the sec
nd half, and got a little toolintned against the Tornado pressure.
"They picked up the pyessure and kind of wore us
down." Wall said. "Thete were three spurts where we
got out of what we wanted to do. and started doing
what they wanted us to do. and that was the difference
In the ballgarne."
One spurt was the start of the contest. as Tilghman
jumped out to a 18-7 lead. Brent Kincaid tossed in
seven points. Jerome - Tyler six and Paul McKnight
five to start the contest, while the Lakers were
smothered by Tilghrrian's pressure.
After a timeout. Calloway got into their offense.
and cut the lead to 19-14 behind a 3-point play from
David Hart at the end of the the first quarter As the
Calloway zone starting causing Tilghman trouble, Travis Turner sank a 3-point shot to cut the lead to 19:17.
With Tilghman holding a 23-19 lead. Calloway :Jed
the contest on a bucket by Turner and two free throws
from Rob Dennis.
Tilghman moved back out to a 33-30 edge before a
reverse layup and two free throws by David Geurin. A
strange but successful buzzer-beater by Jamar McNary
gave Calloway a 36-33 lead at halftime. Tilghman had
missed with five seconds left. and McNary picked up
17
his
of
for
two
Hart of the Calloway County Lakers goes up
the rebound and fired from. 50 .feet. His high-arched
Ants during Calloway's 82-69 loss to Paducah Tilghman. the No.
shot hit the backboard. but McNary scooped up the.
ranked team in the state Tuesday night.

rebonnd and scored at the buzzer.
Geunn, who led the Lakers with 19 points, opened
the second half by hitting a 3-pointer, and Hart scored
back-to-back buckets, the second a slam dunk which
put the 1.akers up 43-33.
Kent Leggs put Tilghman on the board, McKnight
drove the lane and scored, and Kincaid buried a
1-pointer to cut the lead to three. Dennis scored in the
lane for the Lakers, but McKnight drove again and
scored. After a Norman Mason free throw. Wall called
a timeout.
The Lakers turned the ball over on three straight
trips. and Tyler and Kincaid scored for Tilghman.
With Tilghman leading by four. McKnight hit a
3-pointer to put the Blue Tornado up by seven, but
Geunn banked in a 3-pointer at the buzzer to make it
58-54 at the end of three quarters.
Tilghman put the contest away by scoring the first
nine points of the fourth quarter, with Tyler scoring a
3-point play to spark the run and the Tornado defense
forcing Calloway errors.
"In order to beat a team like Tilghman, we have to
play well for 32 minutes," Wall said. "We can have
one stretch, like we did in the first quarter, and I can
take a timeout and settle us down. We can do that
once or twice, but can't do it three or four. I've only
got four =emits."
"We went back to the bread-and-butter man-to-man
pressure, and even though we hadn't played well in
the first half, AC still had time to wear them down."
Dreher said. "We picked up the pressure. and it
opened things up for us."
Until the press wore Calloway down, the Laker
half-court offense clicked enough to keep Tilghman
off balance. Geurin's 19 was aided by Hart's 17 and
Dennis' 15. as point guard Jamar McNary had 13
assists against Tilghman's trapping half-court defense.
"We were expecting a run-and -jump, and I thought
we distributed the ball real well," Wall said. "When
they' came with the double-team. AC found the open
guy and he stuck it in the hole.
"We've got a shot at these guys. if that's what it
takes -to go to the state tournament," Wall said. "But
we've got to get there (the regional tournament) first.
and our district is tough. I would like to play them one
more time, and see what happens."
JV: Tilghman took the junior varsity contest 50-25.
Jason Greer led the Lakers with 10 points.
NEXT: Calloway hosts Graves County Friday night.

David
RAMEY

frof

Assistant Sports iAitor

Greg Coble said Saturday he
preferred the Murray State Racers being the underdog.
"It's hard when everyone is
shooting for you, and teams
like Tennessee State have their
best game of the year against
you," Coble said Saturday.
Well, thanks to a typical
night of OVC play on Monday,
the Racers take a half-game
lead to Tennessee Tech on
Saturday night. However, being
on a roll has the Racers confident going to Cookeville.
The Racers have won seven
out of their last eight and have
a tradition of playing well in
Cookeville, where they haven't
lost since the 1987 season.
"We're on a roll," Coble said
Monday. "It's late in the year,
and the key has been our
defense."
The thought of Pone Jones
on a roll is scary for conference coaches. Murray's most
infamous non-spinach eater originally pulled down •22 rebounds
in Monday night's win over
Morehead, but is so good he
pulled down another board on
Tuesday (when MSU officials
watched the film and spotted
.
another rebound they had
missed). Give him 23 rebounds
for the game, the highest individual total in the nation this
season.
"Last year. when we got on
a roll, it seemed like in the
close games, we got every.
• • • •
break," Jones said. "It's starting
19 33 58 82
TILGHMAN
feel like that right now."
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Second-quarter slump dooms Murray's tired Tigers
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CCMS girls in district finals for 11th straight year
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'Team effort' lifts Laker freshmen in tourney
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NEW YORK - Glenn Davis and Kelly Gruber
pined the $3 Till1041 dub as nine players in sal
ivy wberation agreed to now contracts Dave
and Baltimore settled at 13.275,000. the mid
point between the first baseman's request and
the Orioles offer Gruber became the lop pod
third baseman in baseball when the Toronto
Blue Jays agreed to an $11 million, three year
deal That makes it 36 players a or above the
$3 million mark, • level first breached in
November 19061 by Minnesota outfielder Kirby
Puckett Gruber, N. batted 274 last season
with 31 home rune and 118 RBIs and made
Si 25 million He will gm • $1 million signing
bonus, $2 7 million the season, $3 3 million in
1992 and $4 million in 1993 The average annu
M value of $3,6137.667 is the ninth highest in
baseball Davis. 30, was acquired from Houston
in January for pitchers Pete Nemeth. Curl
Schilling and center falclw Sieve F inlay Dave
made $1,985,000 last season, when he batted
25 with 22 homers and 64 RBIs
•In another deal. Si Lours Cardinals infielder
Jose Oquend0 agreed to a four year $8 5 mil
lion extension through 1995
• • • •
HOUSTON - The Houston Astral committed
the Astrodome for the 1902 Republican Con
canton without approval of the National League
arid intend to Wave the stadium for one month,
baseball officials said Astros chairman John
McMullen said the Astros are considering play
ing part of their 19132 home schedule at the
Superdorne in New Orleans The 1992 convert
iron is scheduled for Aug 17 20, but GOP offi
cats nave reserveo true AstroOorne from Jury
27 Aug 23 to to prepare the site. Republican
National Committee spokesman Scott Scarify
said
•The Maior League Baseball Players Association said in New York that rt would not
a lengthy road trip or having the Astros
permith
play home games in another city
• • • •
LOS ANGELES — Hall of Tamer Joe Morgan
toed Jurors that a detective grabbed him by the
neck, threw him to the ground, handcuffed him
and told him, I'm going to show you what
authority - Morgan, now a sports broadcaster
and businessman, tiled suit against Los
Angeles police Defective Clayton Searle and
rhe city of Los Angeles, alleging civil fights inc
atonic infliction of emotional distress. battery
arid false arrest Attorney Edwin Wilson, repre•
senting Morgan, said Searle thought Morgan
was a drug courier arid approached the former
Cincinnati Reds second baseman on March 15.
1988, at Los Angeles International Airport The
officer demanded to interrogate Morgan. then
roughed him up. Wilson claimed Wilson
claimed that Searle. after realizing Morgan was
not a drug courier, told Morgan not to complan
about the incident or Searle would tell the rnedi
a that Morgan was the target of an
inveStigation

Basketball
EL PASO. Texas — Texas-E I Paso will conduct
its own investigation of alleged wrongdoing
uncovered by the NCAA during an investigation
of the Miners program, school officials said

The school appointed attorney Ricardo dauto
to look into the allegations UTE P president
Diana Natalicio said Maui°. her assistant, was
present al many of the interviews conducted by
the NCAA UTEP has until May 710 respond 93
Ill

the list of 13 allegations lodged by the NCAA
following a probe that Lasted more than a year
• • • •
PITTSBURGH — The NCAA denied Robert
Moms College's appeal of penalties against its
men's program. upholding the Colonials' ban
from the upcoming Northeast Conference tour
narnent. Robert Morris spokesman Bill Backa
said the college was Considering taking legal
action, but didn't specify wha1StepS were under
consideration
• • • •
NORMAL, III — Eleven Chicago Slate payers
were elected after a fight with one second left in
the -first half, forcing the Cougars to torten the
game to Illinois State The game was stopped

with Illinois State (5-18) leading 39 23 Since

Chicago State (3-19) only had two payers sttli
eligible after the Drawl. the game was declared

a torten and the score stood One Illinois Stale
player was ejected after the fight, which capped
a first hall that saw twO technical fouls against
Chicago Stale and a total of 25 personal fouls
• • • •
The Los Angeles Laker's' winning streak was so
long that even the Portland Trail Blazers started
looking over their shoulders Blazers coach
Rick Adelman found his learn watching the
Lakers-Phoenix Suns game on television Tues
day night and told his players, "Let's worry
about Portland let's not worry about Phoenix
and the Lake's " The Lakers, who made up 5'a
games in the Pacific Division standings dunng
their 16-game winning streak, took a step backward against the Suns, losing 92-95 at Phoenix
while Portland defeated Philadelphia 121-106
Kevin Johnson scored 10 of his 35 points for
Phoenix in the final 8 13 and Tom Chambers hit
a la-breaking hook shot with 28 seconds left
The Suns previously stopped Portland's
11 -game winning run On Nov 27 and Detroit's
11 game streak Feb 3

of Isowhere in the NBA, it was Charlotte 100
Dallas 92. New York 114. Indiana 110. Cleveland 94, Miami 78 Orlando 129, Denver 122,
Chicago 122, Atlanta 113. San Antonio 102,
Washington 92. Utah 113, Houston 92 Boston
114, Seattle 111, Golden Stale 126 Minnesota
105. and Sacramento 103, the Los Angeles
Clippers 101
• • • •
LEXINGTON, My
University of Kentucky
guard Sean Woods was admitted to the UK
Hospital On Tuesday with • viral illness, accord
ing to the hospital -Sean has an acute viral ill
mess," said Dr Henry Stiene of the UK Spans
Medicine stall He is being treated for dehy
&felon and high fever Slane said Woods'
condition is good and he will remain hospital
[red for two to lour days Woods,•tumor from
Indianapolis. averages 9 8 points and 6
assists a game Kentucky, ranked 16th in the
nation. entertains Tennessee tonight Coach
Rick Pomo indicated that Riche Farmer would
start in Woods' Place
• • • •
NASHVILLE, Tenn --- Murray Slate's Popeye
Jones and Middle Tennessee's Robert Taylor
are the Ohio Valley Conlerence players 01 the
week, the OVC announced Tuesday Jones
scored 54 points and 38 rebounds in a pair of
Racer victories and pulled down 23 rebounds
against Morehead Stale Taylor, a sophomore
from Memphis. scored 72 points, grabbed 15
rebounds and hit 13 3 pointers in three
viCIOntal
•Austin Peay's Tracie Mason is women's player
of the week Mason scored 19 points against
Eastern Kentucky Masco scored 41 points arid
pulled down 17 rebounds in two games, includ
ing Austin Peay's victory over Morehead, which
was the Lady Governors' first OVC victory in 23
tries Austin Peay's Geoff Herman and Middle
Tennessee's Priscilla Robinson are rookies of
the week No newcomers of the week were
Selected

"See me for all your family insurance needs "
305 N. 121h
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies

As soon as Syracuse's beleaguered basketball team got back inside the
Carrier Dome, the Orangemen took it right back outside.
Seventh-ranked Syracuse, this time showing no ill effects from its
recent off-the-court turmoil, switched strategy Tuesday night and beat
Providence 101-83.
In their first home game since seven players were briefly suspended,
the Orangemen disdained their usual power game. Rather than relying on
the front line of Billy Owens, LcRon Ellis and Dave Johnson, Syracuse
matched its best-ever 3-point effort by making 10 shots from long range.
"We just came out to play and we started hitting 3s. Then it was just
one after another," Syracuse guard Michael Edwards said. "I don't even
know where the 3-point line is. I just shot when the shot is there."
In other games, No. 11 Kansas beat Missouri 74-70, Scton Hall stung
No. 22 Pittsburgh 83-73 and No. 24 Texas held off Rice 65-64.
Last Saturday, a day after Owens and six others were suspended and
then reinstated, Syracuse struoied for a one-point victory over an overmatched Notre Dame.
Against Providence, Syracuse appeared to have blocked out the problems that resulted in a university investigation into the men's basketball
program. The Orangemen scored more than 100 points in a Big East game
for the first time this season and looked like league leaders, which they
are.
The Orangemen made 7 of 9 3-pointers in building a 13-point first-half
lead. They finished 10 of 16, tying their all-time high of 10 set against
U.S. International in 1988.

• • • •
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Football
WASHINGTON — Six players for the Washing
ton Redskins, Detroit Lions and the Chicago
Bears filed suit against the NFL's retirement
System, saying it has refused to disclose the
amount of benefits they're earning The lawsuit,
filed in U S District Court for the District of Col
umbta. asks that the New York based Pete
Rozelle NFL Player Retirement Plan and its
administrator. Dennis Curran, be ordered to pay
a fine for tailing to make disclosures required
by federal pension law The plaintiffs are Earnest Byner, Gary Clark, Darrell Green and Jim
Lachey of the Redskins, Lomas Brown of the
Lions and Jay Higeriberg of the Bears
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Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

No Contract

had to be good news to the Stan
ley Cup champion Oilers, who lost 4-2 to St
Louis Tuesday night for their fourth loss in five
games The Blues won for the eighth lime in
nine games when Gaon Courtnall scored a dis
puled power-play goal with one second left in
the second period to break a tie, then added
another goal in the third Brett Hull scored his
league-leading 59th goal early in the firs! DE-did
arid set up power-play goals by Courtrai! and
Jeff Brown
• • • •
WALES CONFERENCE
POI riCk 0004000
•
T Pts GE GA
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NY Rangers
3
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29
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SCOREBOARD

By The Associated Press

Hockey
SYDNEY. Nova Scotia — Grant Fuhr, sus
pended by the NHL last September tor drug
abuse, made a successful return to professional hockey Tuesday night by leading the Cape
Breton Oilers to a S 3 Amencan Hockey League
victory over Rochester Euhr, whose goarierxt
ing sparked the Edmonton Oilers to four Stanley Cups in live years. stopped 41 of 44 shots
in ha first game since being suspended by NHL
president John Ziegler after admitting to
cocaine use His one-year suspension was
commuted on Feb 4 and he was allowed to
play with the AHL Oilers before being eligible to
return Edmonton on Feb 18
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•Immediate Service •Personalized Care
•Other Services Available

le makings
up team
Ped

Our Best eric
EVERYDAY

2494

Store r

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

1114•••Ka.

•

Our Best Price
EVERYDAY

Anco
Windshield
Wipers
1 alade or 2 refills

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
247-4171
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza

;recheck

47110.011

Ad prices good thru February 17 1991 W.reserve the right to limit quantities at sole price Regular price thereafter
Ad pric es not good On special orders No Dealers Full details of warranties at Store 1991 A utoZOne

Soya

• a •
••, 1•Nks

Voltage
Regulators
F0,

7•••

The Best Parts In Auto Parts

• •••••-,
••••.•nr
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3 Liter Products
12 Pk. Can Products

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps
12th St. at Storey Ave.

Smoked
Jowl

69.3
By The Piece

Country Brand Meat Wieners

12 or

65c
69c

Country Brand Pickle Loaf

,6

$1 19

TAV Sliced Ham

$499

Country Brand Beef Wieners

Turkey Franks

or

Metzger 5 Lb. Sausage

Lb

Country Brand Meat Bologna
Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage

Pepsi Cola, Dr. Pepper,
Squirt, 7-Up
2 Liter Products

99c

i6

10 or

'219

2 lb

Turkey Roast
$329
16

,
%sv

Banquet Chicken Nuggets

02

'V

12 or

Country Brand Thick Bologna

16.$119

$289

Turkey Wieners

3 lb

Fish Sticks

2 Lb

'2°9

Country Brand Salami

Shrimp in Basket

8 oz

$1 69

Country Brand Garlic Bologna

88'

1/2 Gal $

109

Dole Golden Ripe

Bread

Bananas

24 oz. Loaf

Prairie Farms

Orange Juice
$139

12 Pk. Can Products

-

16 07 $1 19

Chocolate Milk

Bunny Sandwich

[F.E1ii'l-1 Pepsi Cola
Negi
f

$119

16 or

Prairie Farms

40..r

1- BUNNY

12EPS

$2"

$309

1/2 Gal.

J. Higgs Nachos

'2 or

J. Higgs Pretzels

oz

Butter or Cheese Popcorn

oz

Pepsi Cola

24 -pa ear.*

99c

Peanut Butter

63`
99c

Grape Jelly

$619

Mustard

18 oz

$1 69

Washington Red Del. Apples

246

99c

Yellow Onions

19

Mayonnaise

32 oz $1

.
24 59c

69c
99c

lb

3 lb Bag

Russet Potatoes

20

lb

Bag

Broccoli

'279
89c

Imitation Margarine Spread
Shredded Cheddar
Soft Margarine

J
TUNA

Salad
Dressing

Chunk

Tuna
6V2 oz.

49

99
18 oz. Box

99t

Vienna Sausage

Ripe Olives

Beef Stew

Dill Pickle Slices

Chili wiSeans

Ranch House Steak Sauce

Luncheon Meat

Barbecue Sauce

69c

Tamales

Corn
Flakes

.tLAKES

6 or

Fancy Tomato Ketchup

or

Gallon

69'

2o oz $1 69

Bubba Cola

99c

Quick Oats

41 01

$1"

J. Higgs Cheese Curls

89C

Yellow Popcorn

$1 69
200z

Dry Roasted Peanuts

noz $1 39

J. Higgs Corn Chips

'1"

22 oz

79c
32 or

Coronet Sparkle

Bleach

Potato
Chips
0.

Raisin Bran
Toaster Tarts

11 02

Frosted Flakes
40% Bran Flakes

•
.
•
5 Itirer

BLEACH

Higgs

89'

32 or

Paper
Towels

65'

ihr is

22c
79c
99c
59c

Biscuits

12 pk

"

99c
65c
16 '
oz 199
16

12 az

32 oz

0? 99C

•

pt at..10
JIM ILO Ill ALS 111,

Ralston Saltine

Crackers
16 oz.

49

Vegetable
Oil
•
48 oz

&$1

69

os

V.

•

Free seminar on financial
management set for Feb. 16
A free six-hour seminar titled "Financial Management for Small Business" will be offered at Murray State
University on Saturday. Feb. 16, by
the Small Business Development
Center (SBDC) on the campus and
LOTUS.
To run from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Room 209 of the Business Building,
the seminar is designed to be of value
to the owner/manager of retail, service or manufacturing firms or to
bookkeepers or accountants working
for small businesses, as well as anyone with a desire to learn financial
management skills.
It will assist them in increasing
profitability, using time more efficiently, understanding the financial
workings of a business and learning
how the use of a spreadsheet can help
to streamline a business.

Marvin Maarlen,plant accountant
for Kenlake Foods of Murray, will
teach the course, which will familiarize participams with the uses of
balance sheets, income statement.s,
financial ratios, statements of cash
flows and sources and uses of funds
statements.
A combination of lecture and
hands-on training, the course affords
each enrollee access to a personal
computer, although no previous computer experience is necessary. Participant.s will be exposed to computer
basics, including hardware and the
uses of spreadsheet software.
Due to limited space and access to
computers, pre-registration is re
quired for the seminar. Interested
persons may call the SI3DC. at 762
2856 to obtain more information or to
pre-register.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
And the fruits will outdo what the
flowers have promised."
Francois de Malherbe
The flowers of today's game are
the tempting black-suit finesses.
Nevertheless, success lies only in
developing the emaciated-looking
diamond suit.
The game fails if South follows a
routine line of play Let's say he
wins the ace and king of hearts and
ruffs a heart. Next he cashes dummy's trump king and loses a trump
finesse to West's queen West punches South with a fourth round of
hearts, and South draws the last
trump. A club is led to dummy's ace:
a diamond back toward the queen
loses to East's ace, and the game is
out of reach The defenders win two
clubs. a trump and a diamond, holding declarer to only nine tricks
The game makes if South resists
the finesses and goes after dummy's
sad-looking diamonds instead He
wins the first heart with his king,
and the diamond king loses to East's
ace East switches to the club 10 to
dummy's ace (a heart Nturn does
not change the situation), and South
cashes his diamond queen. The ace
and king of trumps are cashed, and
a diamond is ruffed by South (West
gains nothing by oyerruffing.) A
heart to dummy's ace permits another diamond ruff to establish the
fifth diamond, and a heart ruff in
dummy completes the job One club
goes on the long diamond, and the
defenders get only a club, a diamond and a spade

22°
79°
99°
59°

BOBBY wOLFF

NORTH
•K 9 5
•A 6
•7 5 4 3 2
+A 74
EAST
WEST
48 4
•Q 10 3
✓ 10 7 4 2
V Q .1 95
• A 10 9 8
•J 6
4 10 9 8
K J 32
SOUTH
•A .1 7 6 2
V K 83
•K Q
4Q 6 5
Vulnerable Both
Dealer North
The bidding
South
North East
14
Pass
Pass
44
Pass
14
Opening lead Heart queen

One probe into McCartney
auction ends, one continues
Harris
HOUSTON (Al')
County prosecutors have dropped
their investigation into whether the
auction of Paul McC.artney's birth
certificate for S18,000 was faked to
inflate its value, but another probe
continues.
State officials arc pursuing their
cAvn investigation, which could
result in the revocation of the auctioneer's license, said Elvis
Schulze, general counsel for the
Texas Department of Licensing arid
Regulation.
Pictured are Karen Balzer, left, Artistic Director and dance instrucThe county dropped its invcsti
tor of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company and "led Dotson, Presigation because its only source may
dent of the Board of Directors, finalizing plans for the Preparatory
have been an accomplice in the
Dance Workshop, scheduled to begin Feb. 14.
November auction, assistant districi
attorney Russell Turheville, head
of the district attorney's consumer
fraud division. said Tuesday.
"Texas law says nohody can tie
convicted solely on an ac(orrip
Beginning on Thursday, Feb. 14, Purchase Dance Company, feels lice's testimony,' I urtieville sas!
that "with the growing interest in
a Preparatory Dance Workshop
at a highi), pubH
On Nov
dance, a regional dance company cited sale. aucti(i.,, ,••
series will he offered as an introwill provide a medium through sOld McCartne'y '
duction to the newly formed JackPuraiase Dance Company. which an individual can acquire to Brian 1 ayliir, a
•
dance company experience
1 hose individuals interested in
who described himself as a B.
necoming a part of a new regional
for a hid of
fan.
The dance workshop will expose
dance company will he tang part students to company training and
Later, Cheryl Bean, uric,
in this workshop
promote the auctH ,•..
class and performance experience
.
Ptiocr)
nor,
Artistic Director and dance
Anyone who is 11 years-old and up
instructor. Karen A. Balzer of Mur'la:.
son.
series
may enroll in the workshop
ray is receiving -an enthusiastic
Mars',.
Classes will be held Feb. 14, 21.
response from area dance teachers
11-0.'
rig
and March 7 from 430 to 6 p rn
for the dot:
set
and heir stwlents as well as dance
Church.
Leo
St.
at
Gleason Hall
enthu,iasts throughout the Jackson
12th St., Murray.
are,: in support of 'moat;
P.
Her
Registration will he at 4 p.m.. state and cor-tis ini.estigatiot
•••iiiona! dance company.
Feh. 14. The fee for the workshop
President of the
Moody too,
is $25.
the Jackson
•
Cr7Simpson on
hflUghi 1! from M.(
mother, ....kr,ve:a

Preparatory dance workshop
to be offered by new dance company

War to blame for delay
in getting mail to troops

South holds

I•Al,
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This message is sponsored by Murray Ledger & Times

speaking for the Military Postal
Service Agency. The movement of
troops increases the difficulty for
195 Army and Fleet Post Offices in
the gulf area to locate recipients
Top officials are aware of the
mall- problem.
'We are doing everything we
can to shorten the time ... because
Americans want to hear from their
GIs and GIs want to hear from
their families and other Americans,— Gen. Colin L. Powell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
told the Senate Armed Services
Committee last week.
He said there is nothing more
important than getting the mail
delivered.
Last month the Pentagon asked
American refrain from sending parcels and to limit themselves to
sending letters and cassette tapes.

that 13 to 17 days
she added. "That's
tot-de it leaves wherever it
ine time it reaches the

"COUPON

!Mg NED a=

4111

Seven Seas
!or Hwy. 641 N

Murray

Mon.-Wed. Specials
*.Y
r.•

F

et
ez'iK
'e's

$3.79
$3.79
$3.79

A+
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

I

4.

ing to a bill of sale provided by
Ms Bean
Taylor, 26. a student at Virginia
Corrarion.i.calth University, was
asked by reporters after the sale
where he got the money. He joked
that he "had a paper route as a
kid
Attempts to reach Terrell and
Taylor were unsuccessful. A student affairs officer at Virginia
Commonwealth said in December
that 'Taylor's phone had been disconnected and he had asked that no
f or+. arding information be released.
I err::. who lives in Alexandria.
V has an unlisted phone number.
Simpson has refused all public
rr:rTicrit on the case.
Bill Simpson. the founder of
S.inpson's auction house and Ray
Simpson's lather, said Tuesday
!t<, were "absolutely pleased — the
(-...rity investigation was dropped.
•
ricyer even knew this perMs
Bill Simpson
-hasall a
•I
t o• a 1

Tim Herndon

-7--INSURANCE
Sycamore St

CENTER ED

OF MURRAY

753-8355

Coming Soon...

Premiere
Health and fitness Club
University Square

759-9999
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rnirs ing it as fast as we
said Al . frk;Sarro, another
.irvice spokesman. "We
y are turning it over to the
tnilitary in three to five days.'
He said that as of Feb. 5, the
postal service is handling 273,300
pounds of mail per day to Saudi
Arabia. At an average of five
pieces per pound, that comes to
well over .3 million items per day.
1 he volume has been dropping
since.Jainlary when mail averaged
419,000 pounds a day in one week
pounds another.
and
"It'. harder to hit a moving
target,'' said Maj. Mark Rader.

KA-BOOM!
YOU JUST GOT HIT BY
THE POWER OF
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Saturday, February 23
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Outpatient Surgery Center
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Whether you're beginning or starting over. . .
consider a career in nursing Nurses are advancing into exciting new areas
of healthcare and have opportunities to grow You have an opportunity to
discover the rewards and challenges of nursing Area representatives from
the schools listed below will be eager to answer your questions about a
career as a nurse
Hopkinsville Community College
Murray State University
Paducah Community College
University of Tennessee at Martin

Adults Belong in College
Murray State University s continuing education program 'Adults Belong in
College' will offer information about financial assistance. admissions,
housing, and other college necessities to make the transition back to
v.chool an easier one for you

For details contact
Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Nitirrirt, KV 42071
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Weekly Feature

THRIFTY SAVEF'....._ RIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER
Kraft 12 oz Velveeta

Bunny 24 oz.

Shells & Cheese
Sandwich
e
Dinner
*4•T'

2 Liter

Hellman's Real 32 oz.

H(LLMANNS

Mayonnaise

I- WNW/

l' u
Vel;e
-e

Sidle bases.

12 Pack Cans

Bread2/39

[Ail;0;0

WITH I FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

-

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

6.19

.jr1
=MixN
Hot

-"Fr
z

Prices Good
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

Showboat 300 Size

Cocoa Mix

Tuna

Pork & Beans

1.29

2/89C

29c

59°
99'
1.89
59°
2.59

CZ

Potato Chips
Srnuckers 48 oz

Grape Jelly
ir

Pineapple
General MIIIs 14 6 cz

Basic 4 Cereal
‘

Rau Traditional 30 oz

1.79
3/89°
1.99
1.19
1.49

Spaghetti Sauce
Ronco 5 oz

Wide Noodles
28 oz

Minute Rice
Piggty Wogght 64 oz

Apple Juice
Rainbow 15 oz_

Potato Chips

Bush's 300 Size

_
Ivory or Joy 22 oz

Chili Hot Beans

Dish Liquid

Sweet Sue 24 oz.

Fitti (Cony. Pkg

3/1.00
Chicken & Dumplins
1.29
Kraut
3/1.00
Ramen Noodles
4/1.00
Chili w/Beans
79'
Bush-Chop, Shred, Bavar 16 oz

Sunflower

99C

Corn Muffin Mix
Bread
Mc C

Chili Seasoning

E

a

4/1.00
89'
2/1.00

Detergent

Pizza

tire

Sir; es

Cheese
230a,
Margarine

French Roast

off

Coffee

Pond Raised

Siuppy 14 oz

3/1.09
1.99
99'

Dog Food
Glade Plug-In

Air Freshener

ea

Glade Powder 7 oz

Air Freshener

Catfish Fillets

2/5.99

r
,

1.79
1.09
2.79
2/89'

_.:1.-z---

--s‘I- / -tti>
Pet Ritz 26 oz
Downy Flake 12 oz

Waffles
Banquet 4 oz

Cookin Bags
Healthy Choice 7 oz

Entrees

SAVE 45°
On 28 oz. Minute Rice
mom goal orb ea birdlime e/ prebat marbeed My ober fata olealeales trade
SOUP-A NO/ NAPIIIRRAKE MT Obi C.04..1011 PEP Pule0.13( 1. Ow way GPC. se
vomemee yea ter As bat leira et Me mew pea IP A outrareed eesplImee 00 On
glederaplee Peery C., marpenead abbe by ralarmae Vebe trey Sosiessed Pr will
libribarre et era serchowiee
memo emerbrelly eulberbsol by OK Cale else WM
Wei la Gemmel Foods Sarbeiehe P0 Sae 1111 oterrebreIt.NM

SW/

<414

Imitation Crab

ce Cream

Lettuce

59C
U.S #1

Sweet Potatoes
Jumbo

Yellow Onions
18" Helium Filled

Valentine Balloons
Nunn Better 10 Lb. Bag

Wild Bird Feed

SAVE 1.00

Good only at PIggly Wiggly Murray ttwu Feb. 19

Ready To Eat

Dole's Finest Jumbo Head

1.99
99'
2/1.00
2.29

Cobblers

Orange Rougi

Meadow Gold 1/2 Gal.

1.99

•

Try it"

Fresh P

Frozen

79c

Praire FarrrS Re-; Of i_i•e • :z

ix

7.99

Biscuits

Orange Juice

Onion Soup M

Armour 15 oz.

Deli Made 12" Single Topping
Ham. Pepperoni, Sausage or Beef

Ballard 4 Pk.

'ere' 4 Cz

mdled b
hployee
our E.5
you the
ut the I

19 ea (

Sanka. 13 oz Can

Tide 136 oz.

Dairy

00.

3OUD

Pizza Parlor

5 Lb

Corn Meal

Thru

Lipton 2 oz Box (Reg •
Maxwell House 7 oz

_ o

Sour Cream

WITI

Diapers

La-Choy 3 oz

Value Priced Groceries
%TO •

Bakery
753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE Pf
From now on, your groceries will be hi4
Wiggly Food Stores Each qualified er
company through participating in
Ownership Plan) As owners, we'll give
desire Our attitude Is positive abo,

Chicken of Sea 6.25 oz.

Vess Colas

f/Eisze
Of

641 South-Murray
753-9616

Carnation Hot 10 Pk

2 Liter

Piggiy Wiggly

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

0
24 Pack Cans

ie) pe

..ay's 5 :

(,1„419

:
Itisj°°
4:74

at the checkout when you buy
c.,
FOUR Gold Medal Pouch Mixes' (Any Vane*

GY

Good only at Piggly Wiggly Murray thru Feb. 19
eree comb pa bogy Tow mow nay eel be rebreMead /Weft Gomel Web se
number ye. ler be Is value ef bee mew pia IP 5 subsamed m compbenei alb
WO WAG erstasIoareme
awasyybee Kw, bad ly MC Campo bedeopeem be.
ebenriberbe

lb 39'
lb 39'
ea 1.99
1.99

Come Join The Fun Feb
With Your Ky. Lottery R
Free Lottery Tickets, T-S
Etc. To Be, Given Away!

U.S.A

Pei

Large

Ne

Swee

Ter
Lusci
Kiv

15
pre

iirt

ON=

•

r

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER
Upton
2 oz

aise

ices Good

YEES ARE P
Iroceries will be h•
Each qualified e
participating in
owners, we'll give
Is positive abo,

Coffee

,

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Round Steak

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

111

ofe

Orange
Juice

Folgers 39 oz Can

1.99
wiggly

R CARL

Weekly Feature

Texsun 12 oz

Tea,
Bags

17A illAus

9

THRIFTY SAVER

Lipton 100 Count

1.79

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

WESTERN

Thru Feb. 19
•
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

3OUD TO SERVE YOU
ndied by a stockholder of Piggly
ployee now owns a part of the
our ES.0 P (Employee Stock
you the personal service that you
Jt the future of our company.
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UNION

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Soft 'N Gentle 4 Pk.

Bath Tissue

79°

2.09

Joy 22 oz.

Liquid
iv

Pkg

oz Box Reg

n Soup MI

19 ea

IX

HOuSe 7 oz.

,h Roast

I oz. Can

Coffee

1.19
5.99
2/1.00
2.99

Rump Roast

lb

Boneless Sirloin Tip or

Cube Steak
Boneless Top

Round Steak

Lb

1.99
2,49
1.99
1.89

lb

Boneless Bottom

Round Steak

.....

1.69

VIt
Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

lb

Sliced Bacon
Eye of

Round Steak
Partin's 1 lb 1.89

Pork Sausage
Souse

Shrimp

WIENERS

Raised
1b

. lb.

To Eat

eat

Buy 1-Get

lb

4.49
5.99
5.99

Bryan 12 oz. pkg.

All White Meat 4-7 Lb. Avg

Wieners

Turkey Breast

790

5.99,,

:ation Crab

It: 1.49
2.09
3.49
1FREE

Pork Chops
SmaJi & Lean

Spare Ribs
Loin End

Pork Roast
Pigvy v'11;;!y 1 Lb

Bacon

1.99
1.89
.. 1.89
1.59

Fresh Meats

40-50 Ct.

nge Rougli

Quarter Pork Loin Cut into Chops

2

Tennessee Pride Lb

)afood

Fish Fillets

Pork Steak

Breakfast Bacon'

Turkey Ham

otse

Lean & TE-nc.le!-

Emge Chief

Ohse Smoky Case Boneless

c
99

Catfish Steaks

1.69

/

Lb Limit 2

Butterball

Smoked Sausage
Bun Size Mr. Turkey 1 Lb. Pkg.

Franks

lb

1.99
1.29
n9A

Butterball All Varieties Quarter

Turkey Breast

lb

Don Martino

Pizza

ea

Ohse P&P, Salami. Spiced Luncheon, Bologna

Eckrich All Varieties 2 oz

Sliced Lunch Meat

Wafer Meat

12 oz. CP

2.99
3.99
59'

Now That's Fresh Chicken"
Crystal Lake Boneless Skinless

Fryer Breast

lb

Field Old Fashion

Sausage
Emge Smoked

Picnic Hams

2.79
1.09
It 99°

roduce
mbo Head

ce

e'

1
Red, Ripe Florida

Bil-Mar

Chocolate, Lemon, Coconut

Strawberries

Turkey Breast

Cream Pies

1.49

IC

2.90

Lb

"New Item" Oscar Mayer "Low Salt"

39'

U.S.A. Red Bartlett

Pears
Large, Tasty Chilean

539
'

Nectarines

1.99
1.99

Sweet, Juicy

Fun Feb,
i_ottery
:kets, T-S
m Away!

Temples Oranges
Luscious

Kiwi Fruit

15, 1-5 p.m.

presentative.
iirts, Caps,

lb 89'
1.49
lb 69'
3/1.00
lb

Baked Ham

ib

Deli Fresh 12 Oz.

Pimento Cheese
Potato Salad
Tuna Salad

3.99

Breakfast Treat 6 Count

Cinnamon Rolls
Golden Goodness 13"

French Bread
Buy 1 Get

FREE

99'
3.99
2.99
lb.

lb

Tasty Flavor

American Cheese

2.99

Lb

lb.

8 Count

Dinner Rolls
8" 2 Layer

German Chocolate Cake
16 oz Loaf

Hawaiian Bread

1.49
89'
89'
5.49
2.19

If For Any Reason, You Have
A Question or Comment About
Our Store, Please Call 1-800-464-7166
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Ho11 ood hopes to cash in on Oscars

Acne, eczema need separate treatment
By Peter H Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I have a history
of acne and eczema Most recently
I've been plagued with -dishpan
hands " I wear latex gloves in the
shower and try not to get too much
water on my skin My dermatologist
treats this with injections and cream
after the rash breaks out However, I
am interested in a pill or medication
to prevent the attacks Help'
DEAR READER Acne and eczema, two common skin diseases of unknown cause, are extremely difficult
to treat when they co-exist Acne is
marked by plugging and infection of
pores Treatment consists of scrupulous washing with medicated soap
antibiotics I notably tetracycline) and
Accutane )isotretinoin) an analog of
vitamin A These treatments are ineffective against eczema Also Accutane has many serious side effects
isuch as birth defects increased blood
fats, bowel and liver inflammation
and impaired night vision), which
have caused the manufacturer to recommend its use onls for severe acne

On the other hand, eczema, which
may be an allergic reaction, is usually
treated with cortisone, a drug best
avoided in acne because it can aggravate infection
Therefore, your combination of
skin disorders is a real medical challenge I suggest you ask your dermatologist to refer you to skin specialists
in a teaching hospital, where doctors
are particularly interested in unusual
and difficult treatment problems
Perhaps tetracycline in pills) and
cortisone cream applied only to the
eczematous areas) would be an option
to consider The specialists can advise
you
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Eczema and Psoriasis " Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 with their names
and addresses to PO Box 91369.
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT After having
open heart surgery three years ago. I
enlisted in a local wellness group for
rehabilitation While lifting weights

vohaionliaerAlt."24.4.144,444yrimifrwr

one day. I suffered severe upper arm
pain which forbade any future at
tempts at the exercise My doctor suggested physical therapy. which I have
followed enthusiastically however
there s no improvement after one
year Why would bilateral arm pain
remain'
DEAR READER Weightlifting of
ten leads to tendon inflammation that
can be chronically painful and difficult to cure I know several people
who developed bicepital tendinitis 4 inflammation of the arms biceps tendons) from weight training and, in
some cases the pain lasted more than
a year despite physical therapy

I suggest you ask for a referral to
an orthopedic surgeon for diagnosis
and advice The specialist may prescribe ultrasound with cortisone
cr'eam a method I have found suc,
cessful in treating bicepital tendinit is
While you await resolution of your
arm problem don t forget to continue
a regular exercise program Lower body weight training, walking and cycling are excellent substitutes for upper-body weight lif ting
,
•
Ail ki
kW.

Ahf

A NEW EVENT!

DR. GOTT

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
- Warner Bros., which used Oscar
nominations to jump-start "Driving
Miss Daisy" at the box office, is
hoping to do the same with
"GoodFellas," a film that wowed
the critics but not the public.
"GoodFellas" stood to collect
several top selections with the
announcement of nominations for
the 63rd Academy Awards in a predawn ceremony Wednesday.
Based on earlier awards, the best
actor favorites were Kevin Costner
in his western "Dances With
Wolves" and Al Pacino for his
work in "The Godfather Part III."
Actresses who received other
awards going into the Oscar nominations included Anjelica Huston
for "The Graters" and Joanne
Woodward for "Mr. and Mrs.
Bridge."
A year ago, Warner Bros, trumpeted the leading nine nominations
"Driving Miss Daisy" collected.
An Oscarthemed, marketing campaign was unveiled, and the film's
subsequent best picture award catapulted the gentle drama to the top
of the box-office charts.

"Driving Miss Daisy," once dismissed as having little chance of
being a commercial hit, went on to
make $107 million. This year, the
studio is banking on its acclaimed
mobster movie, "GoodFcllas."
Other companies, of course, will
try to capitalize on their nominations. By Friday, newspaper, television and radio advertisements will
be packed with advertisements ballyhooing their nominations.
Analysts figure nominations can
boost a film's theatrical fortunes by
at least SIO million. Oscar
triumphs in top categories can be
worth twice that.
So far, Martin Scorsesc's
"GoodFellas" has won major
awards from the National Society
of Film Critics and film critic organizations in New York, Los
Angeles and Boston.
Based on the book by Nicholas
Pileggi, "GoodFellas" also dominated many critics' Top 10 yearend lists.
But that recognition has done
little to "GoodFellas" at movie
theaters. The movie, starring
Robert De Niro, Ray I.iotta and Joe

Pesci, is dead in the water with a
little more than $40 million in ticket sales.
Warner Bros. will re-release the
film on about 1,000 screens on Friday. The approach is a little risky
if "GoodFellas" disappoints the
studio prophets.
Warner Bros. and other film producers bombarded the more than
4,800 voting members of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences with videotapes,
promotions and gifts hoping to
draw votes.
"We would ask each individual
Academy member to be on guard
against inappropriate attempts to
influence your vote, and to register
your displeasure with anyone who
might make such an attempt." the
Academy said in a note to members
with this year's list of 223 featurelength eligible films.
Each of the Academy's branches
votes for its peers. Actors nominate
actors, directors nominate directors, and so on. All members vote
for best picture.
There are up to five nominations
in each of 17 major categories.

,
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Traditional irreverence marks Mardi Gras

A -I Exciting Timed Event,

Saturday, Feb. 16 at 7 p.m.
MSU Exposition Center
Adults - 3.00 Students - 2.00
•spc-screc Dy tne MSu Horsema- s C
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Plane aborts flight
after bomb-like
device is discovered
A U.S.-hound
TOKYO t AP,
United Airlines flight was forced to
return to Tokyo tonight after passengers brandished an object that
looked like a bomb, Transport
Ministry. officials said.
United spokesman Sarah Dornacker in Chicago said, "It is unequivocally not a hijack," describing the incident as ''a security
related matter.- She said there
were 296 passengers and a crew of
20 on board and that about tsso
hours after departure the captain
advised Tokyo he was returning to
Narita Airport.
Dornacker said the San
Francisco-bound pane is a Boeing
"47-i0(. and "We expeLt a normal
safe landing" within the hour,
adding that the pasengers are now.
watching an inflight movie.
., A Transport official, speaking on
condition of anonymity. said an
unknown number of passengers on
board United Flight 58 had been
,houting and exhibiting the object
United sources in Tokyo. also
'questing anonymity.. said the
pilot had decided to return for
• 'security reasons.''
Security officers at Tokyo•s
international airport said, however,
no hack signal had been receive:
from the plane's flight crew
The flight left Tokyo at
p m r 5 4 a m. today). Offft
said. They said it was due in Tokyo
12.40 a rn fr.:..rsday (10.40 a rn
LSI

NEW ORLEANS (AP) -- Traditional Mardi Gras drunkenness and
breast-baring irreverence exploded
on New Orleans streets Tuesday.
colored this year with extra doses
of flamboyant wartime patriotism.
Effigies and caricatures of Sad dam Hussein hung from oak trees
and lamp posts. Among the usual
scantily clad men and women lining the streets were dozens of
Statues of Liberty, Betsy Rosses
and make-believe soldiers.
'You can forget about the war
for a little while, especially'
today," said tourist Donna Crowe,
27, dressed as Miss Liberty. "But
it will be hack before long."
The Evansville. Ind., medical
technician said the daughter of one
of her co-workers is just 40 miles
from the front lines in Saudi
Arabia
Parade-goers camped out overnight along parade routes to stake
out territory, setting up tents and
barbecue grills. They wanted to be
in position to catch beads and other
Junk tossed by maskers on the hundreds of floats in successive para
des on Mardi Gras -- French for
Fat Tuesday. the _day, before Lent
begins.
Parades included the procession
of Rex. King of Carnival and head
of a secretive "krewc" of high
society, old-money businessmen.
Also rolling was the all-black Zulu
Social Aid and Pleasure Club,
which started 75 years ago as a
spoof of the more staid, all-white
krewes.
In between traditional krewes
rolled the truck parades, in which
any group with a decorated flatbed
truck and a few hundred dollars for
an entry fee could join.
Parodies of Iraqi dress were the
costume of choice for many, Andre
McDonald, 42, of New Orleans

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
at Murray State rthersity
orris ('enter Ballroom at 7:00 p.m.
Monday, February 25, 1991
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Tracy D. McKinney

641 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

donned Arab robes and called himself Abdullah the Absent.
"I wish I could he with my people in the desert." he joked, "but
there's shooting 'going on there,
and there's drinking going on
here.''
There had been talk of canceling
Carnival parades when the Persian
Gulf War broke out last month, but
city officials said that would be
economic suicide in a city still suffering the effects of the mid-'80s
oil bust. Officials estimated that
Mardi Gras would pump some
S480 million into the local economy this year.
Various estimates put the crowds
at about 1 million, although there
had been speculation that terrorism
fears and the recession might
reduce the attendance. Hotel bookings were down to 91 percent from
about 98 percent going into the
final weekend of Carnival.
Still, the crowds standing a
dozen deep along St. Charles

Allies find new role for F-16
as they root our Iraqis in Gulf
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
--- The allied air war is employing
new tactics that include forming
"killing boxes" to methodically
pulverize Iraqi forces and using
fighter-bombers as observation
planes to pinpoint targets.
American pilots flying A-10s
and F-16s against targets in Kuwait
on Tuesday said the innovations
have improved the effectiveness of
the air assault. They said it had
been getting hard to find targets
because of so much debris from
previous raids.
The hunt for targets has been
compiicated by big pits of burning
oil that have been spewing smoke,
obscuring about a third of Kuwait's
territory, said Maj. Vince Wisniewski, an F-16 pilot.
The U.S. Air Force also has been
organizing teams to provide close
air support for Saudi, Syrian, Egyptian and Kuwaiti ground forces,
said Lt. Col. Marin Simck, a U.S.
air liaison officer.
One such unit said it had successfully conducted its first combat
mission on an Iraqi probing force

"NEVER BEFORE"

DOUBLE
DISCOUNTS
DIABIONDA GOLD
DOOR BUSTER
SPECIAL

'4V DIAMOND EARRINGS

ALL DIAMONDS

Avenue parade routes appeared as
large and as festive as ever.
Police said they had an antiterrorism plan in effect. They
refused to discuss it.
Weather for the huge, miles-long
street party was almost perfect —
partly cloudy with temperatures
around 70.
The raunchier side of the celebration unfolded in the French Quarter, where cross-dressers roamed
the streets with abandon and
women bared breasts in return for
Mardi Gras trinkets.
Even there, the war and patriotism theme was prominent. A dozen
giant roaches carried Amcrican
flags.
On Bourbon Street, 38-year-old
Paul Arcencaux of Metairie dressed
as a Patriot missile.
"I need some inflight-refueling
- rocket fuel," Arcencaux said,
turning to his wife, who handed
him a plastic bottle.
"It's high octane" he said.
"It's half rum."

OR '4K
HERRINGBONE ORACELET
YOUR CHOICE

SOLITAIRES • CLUSTERS * EARRINGS
BRIDAL SETS • ANNIVERSARY BANDS
TICKET PRICES - PREVIOUS MARKDOWNS TAKEN • NO TRACE

last week. No details were released.
During the past week, the allies
have divided Kuwait and southern
Iraq into a series of rectangles each
several square miles, and have
been attacking each sector
methodically.
"We'll hit the boxes where we
think targets are today," said U.S.
Air Force Capt. Jessie Morimoto,
chief of forward-operating intelligence at an air base in northern
Saudi Arabia.
The pilots, who are based far to
the south and refuel and rearm their
A-10 Thunderbolts and F-16 Fighting Falcons in Dhahran, praised the.
new system. Destruction of the
Iraqi army seems more methodical
and pilots have to spend less time
over enemy territory hunting for
targets.
When the allied planes have
destroyed the artillery, tanks and
radar sites in one box, they gradually move to new sectors, said one
pilot, who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
On Tuesday, each F-16 carried
four 2,000-pound bombs per sortie.
These weapons are used for 'area
denial," destroying all the targets
such as tanks — in a large area,
The A-10s and F-16s fly more of
their missions by daylight. F-I5E
Strike Eagle fighter-bombers, also
based to the south, take over at
night. They, too, have been working their way across Kuwait, section by section, using radar and
other electronics to find targets.
A key clement in the new
approach is the use of F-16s as forward air controllers (FACs) to
circle over a "killing box" and
direct the other planes to targets,
the pilots said.
"The FACs are what's saving
us," Capt. Dewey Gay of the 33rd
Tactical Fighter Squadron. It was
"hit or miss before" finding
targets, and pilots were wasting
increasing amounts of time looking, he said.
Each forward air controller
keeps track of targets in a box
selected for the day and advises
newly arriving attack planes.
Gay said hc and his partner were
assigned eight tanks parked in a Cshaped embankment as their first
target of the day. He said he and
the other pilot believed their eight
bombs had each hit a different
tank.
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perfect —
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Lb.
LBS.

Packed As Mixed Chops

1/4 Pork Loin

Lb.

$1.99

Yellow Squash

Boneless Top

Sirloin Steak

Lb.

the cclebench Quarrs roamed
ndon and
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Florida

$3.49

Oranges

rPARTIN'S-44.

U.S.D.A. Choice
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Sweet Ripe
Honeydew
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MELONS

SAUSAGE
Pkg.
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16
Gulf

Lb.
Lb. 99
8.5 oz. $1.79

Mr Granddeal

Turkey Bologna
Williams

Sausage 8 Biscuit

Ea.

Bryan

Yellow

$1.89
Lb. $2.59
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Onions

16 oz.
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Prairie Farm

COKE PRODUCTS

Folimrs

BUTTERMILK

2 Liter Bottle

1/2 Gal.

COFFEE

89c

9109

Orange
Juice

46 oz.

$1.49

Coffeemate

Van @nip's

20 oz.

$1.99

Ultra Concentrate Tide

MACKEREL

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

15 Oz. Can

10 Use Box

2199'
EFFECTIVE DATES:
Feb. 1349, 1991

9199
99c 69c
T

Tide

Van Camp

MEAL or FLOUR

Lb. Box

5 Lb. Bag

13 Oz. Bag

Carnation
Non-Dairy Creamer Bonus Jar

Donald Duck Sweetened

CRACKS

Sunflowerr

eay Move
ttiycP
W
hi

Why Pay More 64 oz.

Cranberry
Juice Cocktail

Why Pay More

_$1.99

$1.59

Sugar _4 Lb. Bag

•
Tropicana

_
Kraft Singles

ORANGE JUICE

AMERICAN CHEESE

12 Oz. Can

12 Oz. Pkg.

Country ill
er
itlfile Wheat
20 Oz. Loaf

••
P.

•. .
N.

$1.29

EINIMILA

$199
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' Rack of Ciothing
ITY
Joint
The
Apprentice
START
$6 80,hr your
sistance and care This days Mon Tues Wed
ReilLiceO Day
the turd.. pa% 511111• ['Miff! :1/111
The Murray
area No exp necessary
beginning March 11 In ship and Training Commit
beautiful
and
spacious
Electrical
uur dente -.t If sou can t pas ill
tee for the
For
Lodger & Times
info
call
Me-s Useci Jeans 2500
your home Must be loving
home provides privacy as
Industry will accept applica
1 900 990 9399 ext 644
sour hill -- pas part of it to sh.o.
Classified Ads
and
gentle
affectionate
Silver Gravy Vilarrror
sistance and companion
bons for apprenticeship be
1,z1,41.(i faith iltig ,.,)ur teen-age:
6arn 8pm / days $1295
753-1916
Rem 249 0.1 12.97
ship The Magnolia Home 489 2895
ginning March 11 1991
phone tee
il,t,f1 toif hurt-. Sur, V....Tar:41e
is not a nursing home yet BE on T V many needed through March 22, 1991
&hie( 2 Or Bakers Ds^
our trash. :ind
tollf
provides home care for as to. commercials Now hir
29Re
0..1 14.97
from 8 00 a m until 4 00 SUMMER Employment
paper if sou're nut aI,,-ads (twin.
Resident advisors to pro
residents 502 885 6470
ing all ages For casting p m Monday through Fri
2 Doc' F r;
into Call (615)779 7111 day at the IBEW Local vide residence hall supervi
14.97
Promo., Soul self V. ilrise•
Ext T1173
816 Union Hall 4515 sion for students must be
,trt-fulls .111(t It %.ou'nf ssalking.
Cia,-oster Des.
21 years of age have 2
Clarks River Road, Padu
.S^.ng at 39 64
CONSTRUCTION Jobs
to Court
s“1.1
thank
Arid
years college, and expen
1- ,
call Kentucky These ap
now hiring all positions
once in supervision of stu
Square on 5th St
"At, h si h.-r-. Sill ii iingl'ca%
plications
must
corn
be
ACT NOW , Excellen
Both skilled and unskilled
tor Do ..it,ts -it all our In
$160.00 per month
I IF
I think she's papleted by April 22 1991 to dents Computer teacher
wages, Spare time as
Male 8 female openings
yin., .t1.
ing t ha If
he
a rid .a(111.s in need of anenconsidered for this and lab coordinator Tutors
Call Ted Delaney
sembly Easy work at For
into
Call be
for English math science
..tintr‘ iii ill
urner..d the t ion Itcact as ashy had put one
years class
753-1916 for more
home
No
experience
Call (615)779 5505 Ext J275
321 N. Main
and history All applicants
v.f.rld. and pras tor their fano- oser the home plate. You will
applicants
fully
must
All
1
504
641
7778 Ext 2329
information
must have minimum GPA
Benton, KY 42925
iles at horn, v.h.",it• doing v. ith- ha% f• made her da • and it w on•t
EASY Workl Excellent Pay, meet the following mini
Open 24 hours including
of 3 0 Send letter of appli
502-527-2545
out them
Read
qualifications
mum
home
at
Call
books
qua)
to
ost still ans thing.
I II\
Sunday
cation resume and tran
i•
1 900 847 7878 or Write
by for an interview
PASE 1871) 161 Lincoln
1 AGE Must be at least 18 script to Upward Bound.
FAR SIDE
By C•APY Lt.PSON
Murray State University.
way N Aurora IL 60542
years of age
High Murray KY 42071 by
2 EDUCATION
EXPERIENCED LPN for
y`u,EE
.E•
; M NOT
school graduate with one March 9 1991 EOE PAF
medical doctors office Also
V .1
NE
year's passing grades in
5..i;EE- 5.1E3E500
THE Courier Journal is
needed comb -nation
Algebra Transcript re
looking for a self motivated
secretary,recepbonist with
quired DIRECTLY FROM
person in Murray to deliver
experience in medical in
high school within 30 days
surance dictation and
one of our morning routes
application
of
,
bookkeeping References
Must have a reliable car
3 APTITUDE TEST
required Send resume to
Must be able to come up
S72R 77 taken at any State
PO Box 749 Murray. Ky
with a $400 cash bond If
I
Employment Office Test
42071
interested call David Hus
results will tie reviewed by soy at 1 800 866 2211
EXPERIENCED mainte
the Committee.
mance man Full or part 4 PHYSICAL CONDITION UP to $15 hour processing
time Apply in person Holi
All selected applicants will mail weekly check guaran
day Inn Murray
teed Free details write
be required to take a physi
SD 12610 Central Suite
cal examination A drug
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
i FEEL UKE
saeen test may also be 255 7KY Chino CA 91710
CIAAEL 4A,COON
INGS NEED a lob? A
required as part of this
UTILITY COMPANY
AT AN AMOR *AWN
GED? Hope for the future?
physical exam
CA-CAA CLMI9
JOBS Start $7 804ir your
You may quality if 'You do
Each applicant who meets
area Men and women
not have your GED or high
all basic requirements will
needed No experience
school diploma 'You are
be interviewed by the Corn
necessary For information
between the ages of 16 8
matee The interviewers
call 1-900 3298429. ext
21 We are an E 0 E This
will consider reliability in
3482 6am 8pm 7 days
protect is funded by the
terest attitude aidgement
$1295 fee
Western Kentucky Private
cooperativeness as well as
Industry Council JTPA
other personal traits
Call JTPA Out Of School
All applicants will be re
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
coved without regard to
The Secret Elephant Aerial Grounds
8a m 11 30a rn
race color. religion, na
bona] origin or sex
HOME and office cleaning
CIELD, I AM WIN&
Each applicant must meet Dependable 8yrs expen
•_ -AP DANCE 014 TffE
ATI basic requirements to be once References supplied
/Rohr Awn I" OW
eligible for an interview Ap
uniTERVIE AA WI N A
435 4146
prenbces will be selected in
HAL LOON ANIMAL IWO
HOME and office cleaning
To MY klEA9 ARP
order of their ranking result
A PINEAPPLE re
ing from rating by References furnished Call
ACROSS
Answer
to
Previous
Puzzle
furniture
••A
-NP'
489 2266
interviewers
44 Sheohr“; sta,
rix7.73
r 4 •
46 Perce,i.e by
TAMPIT
`t.
•••11111.1.•
touch
II
48 Be
easy when you're working for The Prudential, a
50 Cries
4, • ,
company listed in The 100 Best Companies to Sell
dove
'he Rarr,
For' We give you the tools to start out with — top51 Goal
14 Chapeau
of the line training and financial support And then
53 Perfair,
15 Testa,
your drive and concern about others do the rest
the chee•
17 March
Rick Haien, Manager
55 Baggage
19 Mustca
-i-4i Nkr •4E6
. .
. •
•The ICC Bow Cooper..to 9•II F.
3553 Park Plaza Rd
car rie,
ha 0 Nal.," •r4 •••• 1•Ithp 1.400
PREPAREP
Offroup Wakened by Jahn 1•111,11 a
Paducah, Ky 42001
58 Pretenhous
liminate
2
'
E
NAIT
sc..
..., p....50,. 'NM
1-800-264-0950
home
22 Poet
61 Moray
Be a part of The Rock"
24 Plunge
• ..•••••
.., ....• upporlundy amrioNfir*
62 Covered
L A
S
26 Saucy
..
inside of
29
.. +
64 Bright star
/Tlea Sure
65 Twisted
_. . .
. .
7!. 1 C.
,CA.611
contorted
S....a Gr.., 0' Aroma
33 Cluck beetle
=66 Diurnal
34 Fror'our
country
67 Diocese
35, Decay
4 warbled
'!7
9 Tinted
DOWN
REGISTERED NURSE
5 Wail, on
10
11 Cushion
6
Three-toe
d
Lourdes
Hospital has immediate openings for
Note of scale
1 Cover
Consumed
sloth
40 insect
Registered Nurses in Surgery. Full-time, Part2 Exist
16 Command
7
cloth
Corded
42 Articie of
time and PRN positions available. Excellent
3 Expel from
18 Tear
8 Former
salary and benefits.
2
202 Not
Russian Liter
High steep
For more information contact the Employment/
bank
4
6
5
7
8
10 11
9
Recruitment office at 444-2679 or I-800•633-1178
23 Passageway
(In KY) or 1-800-626-5435, extension 2877.
25 Soft food
,2
14
27 Cowboy
LOURDES HOSPITAL
13UIUU
competition
15
16
ie
17
III
1530 Lone Oak Road
28 Jogs
30 Take
Paducah, Ky, 42001
20 .
21
unlawfully
EOE
32 Moccasin
24
22 21
36 Hyson
25
26
27 28
38 Not broad or
U
10
31
32
33
41 Annually
43 Obscure
3.1
35
37
36
38
39
rOU 50Y 7I%4
1—\,
,
I
Lourdes Hospital has openings for
45
7 Illuminated
7
41
40
44
1
lAto '''E2 A •*JigdiroP 2_, .."..,',
42
49 Jacket part
Part-time and PRN Pool Surgical
,
ill
45UI 52 P
ochle
1er
inm
Techs. For more information contact
47
46
so
46
49
Charlotte Arnold at 444-2679 or 1-80054 Knight s wife
52
54
53
633-1178 (In KY) or 1-800-626-5435,
55 Church
bench
extension 2877.
55 56
56 Above poetic
57
sit
59 60
57 inlet
LOURDES HOSPITAL
59 Hint
f •
61
64
1530 Lone Oak Road
60 Opp of WSW
pP
63 Nickel
Paducah,
67
Ky. 42001
symbol
tree AB
6flUll

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or elderly Have
great references
Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
If not home, leave
message I Ellieturn your call

Simple Gift of Yourself Is
The Best of All Valentines

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age Omit
to apply.
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4elp
anted

510

WILL babysit in my home
7539826
100
Business
Opportunity

BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with minor, night
stand and twin bed $225
Peach/gray/white twin
comforter with 2 peach bat
loon valance $40 full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15 30in
avocado electric stove
good condition. $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm

HERSHEY/MARS
ROUTE' Gross $33.000
per yearl $12000 Invest
merle 1 800 288 3469

VAGEMENT
eel well estab
ime Health
ins area Good
Benefit Pack
;ar Allowance,
additional in
able Contact
at
arren
79 1 3
or
191

Wane
To Buy

al apprentice
local heating
753 8181 for

FABRIC BARGAINS 99(
sale! 99e sale 99e sale!
Country Remnants Hwy
68/641 Draffenville, Ky
(next to Bonanza, Marshall
County). 10am 5pm, Mon
Sat.
WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16• starts at $1095
10x16 $142450. 12x24
$2395 Other Saes avail
able Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

COUCH and chair, gun ca
office desk
binet
753 9822

IT TAKES COURAGE to
open your own business
But, it you connect with a
franchise that cares about
you, provides comprehen
sive training and on site
support, helps you with financing provides you with
a proven. successful way of
doing business, it still takes
courage But, your proba
bility of success is about 4
times greater than on your
own Investment? Sure but
it's in you, your future, your
independence
615 399 0622 Tennessee
W'r 422 1278 U S

inal computer
fork at home
guaranteed
ed message
)77

80,hr, your
ip necessary
to
call
399 ext 644
days $1295

Days
TWIN beds
753 9479 evenings
759 1509

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condi
bon Call 1 800 443 7740

Employment
ilsOfs 10 pro
e hall supervi
ents must be
age have 2
c. and expen
rvision of stu
kite, teacher
linator Tutors
lath. science
All applicants
unimum GPA
letter of appli
•Ie and tran
ward Bound
a University.
42071 by
)1 EOE ME

Sewing
thallium;
1990 SINGER open arm
sewing machine Like new
Buttonholes monogram
even sews on button Sold
for over $350 pay balance
of $7960 or assume pay
ments of $14/mo Phone
credit manager 753 3316

RED Belly Ford New tires
and paint, overhaul on mo
tor Excellent condition
435 4263

and Walnut Mayfield Days
nights
247 4704
247 6663

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753 9808 474 8086
MILMILLIONAIRES
LIONAIRES PANG - A FIREWOOD for sale
ID RN'S CANDY IS BACK 437 4667
IN Alt BRAY. Charlie's
FIREWOOD for gale Also
Safe 1 Pharmacy
tree service 436-2562,
SUNTAN booth 753 3488 436 2758

hand
and
Sequin
beaded Prom Gowns
by Alyce Designs and
Flirtation (as seen in
Seventeen).
Bridal Gowns and
Bridesmaid Gowns by
Alfred Angelo. Private
tiilwing by Appt.

COMPANY
;7 80/hr your
and women
experience
ir informabon
'9 8429 ext
!pm 7 days

Maybelle
Joyner
Bridals
Wingo, KY
502-376-5387

ton
led
foe cleaning
8yrs expen
ces supplied

155

Appliances
Iola cleaning
rnished Cali

KENMORE washer $160
753 9491

WOOD for sale 753 9745
759 9739

MUST sell 1985 14%70
mobile home on rented lot
in Coach Estates 3br
1 4 bath unfurnished ex
cept stove and refrigerator,
well kept $10200 or best
otter 759 1552

Consignment Auction *

Jdential a
lies to Sell
ith — top
And then
the rest

-*
•
*
*
1(
•
•
*

wog to SW Fa
'no Phic LAO
Me,
F
ek 1968

10:00 a.m.
Saturday, March 2nd 1991
At my office - 1 mile from Dover,*
Tenn.on U.S. 79 toward Clarksville. *
We already have:4530 John Deere - 861 it
Ford - Gooseneck trailer - Boats - all *
kinds field working equipment - Garden *
& Lawn equipt. Call about consignments *
and pick up service.
Call for Detailed Brochure

BOGARD AUCTIONEERS *
Firm Lic. 45
Office 232-5150 Dover, Tenn. Home 232-6221*
• Ed Bogard, Principal Auctioneer Lic. 548
t************WW*********
nings for
me, PartExcellent
iloyment/
633-1178
2877

1TAL
toad
/001

• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home

'ITAL
Load
)01

HAVE an obedient, well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858

1981 HONDA Accord 3
door Need to sell Call
489 2266 or 345 2275

2 or 3br
SHADY Oaks
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

REMODELED 8 new
hours Peg's Dog Groom
ing 753-2915
complex
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heat/air,
ample parking, security
system $550 per me Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 or 753 3372
TWO office suite
Maple 753 8964

500

310
Want
To Rent
WANTED to rent private
trailer lot 753 9962 after
2pm

1BR upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator turn
!shed 753 6148 after
5 30pm
2 BEDROOM 1 car garage
$275/mo upstairs 1602
Main St 762 2025
2BR house or 2br apartment near downtown.
753 4109

Reel
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
toll free
753 1222
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L
SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Contact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 1211-1 or call Wayne Wilson 753 3263

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
12Ih
1901

NI.

BEDROOM,2 RAM DOME
Bock ranch
N 4 ACRES!!
2 ear garage. fireplace, large earl
etchen 10 mi east of Murray
Ice it under roof 174 MO 41,1.2141 tiomeSetlers 's 1 II17S
flit EAT DOME IN ALMO!
31.1414 1 Rd Boa rench over 1
VA 1, ,an
at volh affurna
11 hi
!Nam. features $44 0 "'
FIF-ST LOTS IN TOWN!
ES IA Ii s'
ttr71)(fATE
f IffneSellers 7S4-037c

The New Revolution
In Real Estate

McConnell
Insurance Agency

NEW 2br duplex Ap
*woes energy efficient,
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753-3530

14

•

4
/
N •1
•'

•11

'').%:%''‘

Ns

11 Toot Cressda, 13,417
11 Chevy
18 Toyota Can ......,, 987
11 Pont, Bonne. LE
17 Chevy
17 Tolob
'86 Chry. 5th
16 Chevy Celebrity........14.487
'86 Honda Accord DI q,987
16 Pont. Sunbid GT 5,917
16 Toy.
'95 Peugeot 505 ST .„ ,..P1,487
15 Oils C'eragh
14 Bud Cent USA .. 1.1411
'84 Cts Delta
'84 Toyota
11 Toyota
79 Datsun
77 Dun
"787
77 Ford LTD II
'787
71 Dodge Or!........

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free as
mates 759 1683

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Cal!
474 2307

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

1982 36 GIBSON house
boat loaded 753 8738

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery Murray 436 5560

1988 MONTEREY run
about loaded 753 3682
759-4884
EBBTIDE 158 runabout
with 100hp Evinrude and
trailer $1500 436 2528

TOYOTA

1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
Blue/blue interior, 61xxx
miles electric sunroof pArv
auto AM/FM cassette ste
reo with equalizer
$10000 753 2068

515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

OF MURRAY
P,•13.,e
753.4951

Vane
1976 FORD econoline 250
van rebuilt motor $400
209 Pine St 753 5320 after
4pm
1978 CHEVROLET van
camper special V 8 automatic with AC Body has
rust $650 Days only
7am 4pm 753 8533
1989 ASTRO Van red,
sharp and cheap 42xxx.
1988 150 Ford custom van
like new 24xxx Save hun
&tads 753-0603

1978 FORD LTD 4 door
cold AC good tires runs
and drives good Nice inter
ior $850 498 8993

1973 INTERNATIONAL
Scout 4WD 6 cylinder
auto lock out hubs runs
starts good. body rough
dana 44 axles $250 as is or
parts 492 8698 after 6pm

1979 FORD LTD new tires
new muffler system cilw
air, local car $800
753 2486 after 5pm

1978 CJ5 Jeep rag top
Mudders 6 cylinder trailer
hitch $1600 395 3508 or
527 2821

LINDA S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270
MAGS Errand Service of
furs housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
irig needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

A B Masonary beck block
and stone Wil do any type
of large or small lobs Guar
antee quality work
489 2982 anytime

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

ALPHA Builders Carper)
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANY remodeling building
painting 8. roofing Free as
References
timates
435 4632

Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All wc,ei
guaranteed 753 42110
PLUMBING repairman we
same day sersibs. C.
436 5255
QUALITY sewing and aiter
abons Reasonable
References For more ir
formation 75.3 5980 days
753 5467 nights

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 map:3r
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753 2455

BUILDER new homes
garages, additions remod
riling framing decks pa
Dos solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm
CHIAI ("him Chimney
Sweeps has HS& saner citi
,en discounts We sell chins
ney caps and screens
435 4191

EXPERIENCED bookk
eeper now accepting new
clients 759 4173
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FULL electrical services
Installation/repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724
GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your speatica
tons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

VCR REPAIR Wood vr..:H
Service Center sieariirig
servicing $15 most repa.f‘.
$35 all brands 3r3 c_itreet
kmo Open 9 12 '
Mon Fr, 75.3 0535
W!LL do plumbing A;
anteed 435 4169

Free
Column
FRE E fornaa2
ter 492 8745

•

•g

All Types 01

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

WANTE'D:
LOCAL BINGO BUS COORDINATOR
to br- rig .7,-,ups to "Steeplechase Bingo"
at
RACE COURSE
GROUNDS.
DUELING
r- r, Frank:— Kentucky
Apply to:
P.O. Box 405 • Franklin, Kentucky
Call (502) 586-7738 or 586-7778

the

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
era] home improvements
Quality work for less Gus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

T C Dinh Repair and Wor,
tenance Plumbing and
Clear, r
Electrical
Sewer 1210F1217 NA%1,,
Street 753 611 1 Ott,Ct:
753 0606 after 5pm

Custom Woodworking

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry electric and
plumbing, also appliance
repair Including refrigera
Don and A/C 753 0318

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
*le service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

SUREWA Y Tree 8 Stump
Removal insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower core
pen we cost Free ccl
mates without obligator
Day or rite 753 5.484

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years °open
ence Bobby Hopper
436 5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg gravel sand dirt drive
7$3-4545
way rock
753 6763 759 1823
STEWART S Haui- g
trash and garbage popup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436 5236

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercal and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

HOUSEBOAT good condi
bon 32ftx1Oft 100hp Evin
rude complete kitchen
toilet and shower, sleeps 4
13800 436 5811

19 Toyota X•Cat 414 ....10,487
19 Ford Ranger XLT ,...1,787
19 Chevy
19 Toyota P11.____,...1,487
18 Chevy
'18 Toyota4Poner 11,487
18 Plymarth Voyager .....!10.487
17 isida
'87 Toyota 1 Ion......'6387
'86 Isuzu up
'86 Ford F150 XLT 414
'80 Toyota Pickup
'80 Fad Custom 4x4........ '1,917
79 Fad
79 CJ•7

1985 TOYOTA Celica GT
one owner 701< miles
759 1401
loaded
759 1515

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'31' Lumina Euro, loaded
#139704 $30189 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
•P us Tax, Tins & license
48 laci Closed End lease

1984 NISSAN pickup AM/
FM kC, excellent condi
High mileage
ton
753 6125

TRUCKS

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert - Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen, Mgr.

1987 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale Broughm Excel
lent condition, loaded with
equipment 85,000 plus
miles $6750 Call after
3pm, 753 5211

1978 SILV
mi

gift
hoPPe
Remember your valentine
with fresh cut flower
arrangements or red roses
at reasonable prices,
Russell Stover chocolates,
stuffed animals and balloon
bouquets
Call ahead to have your
order ready for cash and
carry.
Free delivery in hospital
and Medical Arts Building.
NICRRA
CALL(ANAY
COUNTY

Hours
Mon -Fr 9 a m - 4:30 p m.
6 p m - 830 p.m.
Sal & Sun 12 noon - 5 p.m.

803 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071
VIM

'62-1275

'
MenlereC

-

1WNER WANTS OEVER 1
Frame home in good shape NKC
Kohuikfing on VC' deep Ira.
2,000 P17 S Oh Si 'CS PAci

3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30's Call
753 4801

Savings Building

33BJCi

1984 ESCORT wagon
Blaclesilver, loaded. 46000
actual miles, new tires
brakes Make good work or
$2650
family car
753 7275

1988 HYUNDAI Excel GL
5 speed. 4 door, red sun
roof, air, AM'EM tape
Great gas mileage $3400
753 8642

FURNISHED 2br apart
mere with carport central
H/A 753 6609

753-4199

te.••

$10

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

Hopkinsville Fed

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

302 FORD motor and
transmission 753 3254

3 BEDROOM 2'a bath tri
level den new carpet gar
age privacy fence Owner
wants otters Coleman RE
753 9898

• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself

gs for
urgical
On tact
1-800'5-5435,

WOULD like to rent fenced
pastureland for calves or
cattle Also have goats for
sale 7539918 after 5pm
753 6475 before 5pm

2BR duplex 2 baths with
utility room Appliances
furnished with microwave
1008 A Northwood Dr No
pets Available March 1
Deposit required $450 mo
753-2905

• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
[S

8mo OLD filly, part Ten
nessee Walker 759 4947

1980 CHEVROLET
price Yellow clean
maintained all power
$2000 firm 759 1337

2BR duplex Westwood Dr
Dishwasher central H/A,
washer/dryer hookup Redecorated Yard mowing
provided $350 759 4979.
753-8859

• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less

liveMock
& Supplies

AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha s
Poodles, many more
615 746 5355

2BA duplex in Northwood
$295imo 759 4.406

• Medicare pays less than 2%

MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753 6374

2BR trailer rent $200orno
also small cottage
$100/mo 436 5005

2BR duplex Northwood
$350/mo 759 4406

YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.

370

'AR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Dtoulevarii
Music Murray's Alpinc Cur
Audio Splicialish Dixieland
Center, I hli,k frign 5151
dorms

2/, COLLIE puppies to
give away 753 8974

2BR apartment in Northwood $260/mo 753.3964

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat central air Ap
pittances, floored upstairs
Good location Coleman
RE 753-9898

Mobit•
Homes For Rent

************************

111!

WATERFRONT, Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006

260

FURNISHED New Con
cord $85/mo 436 2427
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
torts otter Skier dollars and
proof sets, a lull line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
ary 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753 4161

EXTREMELY well kept
waterfront home in Ke
nona 3 bdrs 2 baths fire
place and greenhouse are
lust some of the nice tea
tures $60 s MLS #2512
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

5BR 1 full bath 2 baths
Gas heat gas water heater
$375/rno plus deposit
753 9826

14'x70 3 BEDROOM, 1
bath, mobile home Gas
heat, central air, storm win
dows. curtains refrigerator
dishwasher, garbage disposal Underpinning. ser
vice pole, axles Excellent
condition 753 0023

417
10 Toyota
'10 Toyota
'90 Toyota Camry............'11187
19 Pont, Grand Pt LE _1,917
19 Honda Prelude SI 5,987
5187
19 Toyota Carnry
14 Toyota Cellica 11,417
16,487
'14
1 Chevy

CUSTOM built beck 2br
home with lull basement
Low maintenance easy to
keep Attached carport plus
detached garage/shop
City water, city sewer, large
lot $35,000 Sound good?
It is, Call Kopperud Realty
753 1222

4 BEDROOM 2 bath with
basement Days 753 9479
evenings 759 1509

12x65 28R 2 bath washer/
dryer, refrigerator with ice
maker Great for room
mate Only $5600 Must
sell' 759 9703 753 6425

CARS

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage tow
utilities, wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753 3293

. bath.2 Weeks from
3BR 1 6
University Stove and re
frigerator furnished
$300/mo plus deposit
753 4845 Mon Fri,
8am 4 30pm

Mobile
Homes For Sale

270 MODEL 700 Reeling
ton BDL 4 16 Charles
GOLD brown velvet couch Daily scope Tritronic
excellent condition upright (electric) correctional col
piano washer'dryer, heat lar 759 1084
exchanger for wood burn
210
ing fireplace, 2 prom dres
ses 753 5447 after 5pm
Rrewood
KIRBY Vacuum repair
Seasoned
A
Ai
Firewood
bags belts and hoses New
and used vacuum cleaners oak $25 delivered
Jerry's Sporting Goods 6th 492 8254

ur processing
heck guaran
letails write
;entral Suite
CA 91710

2BR older home on 280E
Propane heat city water
$195/mo plus deposit
436 2759

270
200

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

brick ranch
BY Owner
house near hospital Two
large bedrooms den with
fireplace Large living
room/dining area Efficient
kitchen new range bay
eating area Remodeled
bath pedestal sink Utility
fOOM one car garage pa
to central gas heat arid
private backyard 751 1711
or appointment

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 28 3 bed
rooms Apply Fieldale Apts
or call
Hardin. Ky
502 437 4113 EHO

WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for elec
ironic filing? Our prices
start at $20 00, Call Hodge
Noel and Associates. the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759 1425

Articles
For Sale

self motivated
rray to deliver
orning routes
reliable car
a to come up
cash bond If
11 David Hus
866 2211

SMALL 2br furnished
apartment $190/mo Also
efficiency $145/me Water
paid No pets 753 5980

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies, parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

Spans
Equipment

IS

EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
central H/A appliances
furnished Very clean Col
eman RE 753 9898

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vestigation experience
Accident •Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
(502)753 2641

180

BY OWNER 3 budrUC" 2
bath brick house on 5
acres Outside shop and
storage building Located 3
miles on blacktop road oft
121 South Priced in the
80 s Shown by appoint
ment only For more infor
mation call 753 1746

38R family room living and
dining room Central WA
stove and refrigerator No
pets 492 8634

BUSINESS card special
1,000 one color ink busi
ness cards only $20 two
color only $24 JHC Adver
Using 8 Supply, call
759 1602

Antiques

USED and antique turni
lure glass tools quilts
901 642 6290

2BR water and appliances
furnished 753 0087 after
5pm

Business
Services

165

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 2932

DUPLEX apartment in
quiet residential area near
University 2br appliances
$275/mo Call 753 8096 or
753 2633

250

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

3210n

Sereces
Offered

Rankling.

I WILL help care for a lady
or husband and wife in my
home in Hazel Exper
lanced and good refer
ences 492 8510

Dns being
I for posi
assistant
and sales
'revious re
rience pre Excellent
liberal dis
program
I person,
Central
I
Center,
etween 10

Services
Offered

Home

Situation
Wanted

S Apparel

journal

Murray Ledger & Times

160

090

hr's

or
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3BR 2 bath beck in city with
new carpet paint and wall
paper Fireplace with in
see 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to see
at $72 500 759 1233

fi

WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO WALL SAVING,

FREE
DELIVERY
0
4
‘

Lay•A-Way • EZ Terms
U Haul - We Haul

Wiggins Furniture
$hoppers Mall

40

A

Only store of its kind in 4 state area!

Hwy 641 - 2 miles north of Murray
Quality Bedding. Furniture for your Living Plus Lots of Gifts & Accessories including Brass •
Lamps, Silk Flower Arrangements, Crystal.
Room. Bedroom. Dining Room and More?

11.7.tir

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566

,

ate

Owned cle. Operated by Robert & Nell Wiggins

Same Location for 32 Years - Low Overhead Means Lower Prices
WALL-TO WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO WALL SAVINGS

•

t
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OPENING AGAIN SOON

The funeral will bc Thursday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
Dr. Kenneth Brown and the Rev.
Cloys Bruce will officiate.
Pallbearers will Jerry Bell, Toad
Brien. Fred Rose. J.D. Usrey. Forest Cole and Leroy Embry. Burial
will follow in Benton Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p m today.
(Wednesday
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to First Missionary Baptist Church. Benton, or to a fasorite
charity

Hurlev Bondurant
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Food Labeling
misleading
consumers say

Eurie
Theron Colson
Eurie Theron Colson, 75, Rt. 3,
Murray. died today at 445 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Hilltop Baptist Church
His wife. Mrs. Ruby Jewel Kirk
Colson. died July 3, 1987. One son,
Terry. Lynn Colson, also preceded
him in death.
Born May 11, 1915. in Calloway
County. he was the son of the late
George Colson and Zola Parrish
Colson.
He is survived by sit daughters.
Mrs Betty Underhill and husband,
James. Ms. Patsy Runyon. and Mrs.
Maune Woods and husband, Paul.
all of RL 3, Murray. Mrs. Edna
Lnderhill and husband. Delbert. Rt
4. Murray, Mrs. Wanda Craig and
husband, Noble, Rt. 2, Buchanan.
Tenn . and Mrs, Maddie Tynes and
nusband. Tommy, Rt. 8, Mur7a.,
ore son. Harold Colson and s ,:c
Janc:e. Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn
Also s-urs!%ing are 11 grandch.1:ra7,
Tern Under-J ... ..nderhill. Rebekah
:.)srsime I resa James. James Ra,
An-%
7'
"

uneral

Galen Miller Thurman Jr., 64,
Rt, 6, Murray, died today at 845
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He had been stricken earlier this morning at his place of
business, Thurman Furniture Co.
A Marine veteran of World War
II, he was a member of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church, Murray
Lodge No 105 Free and Accepted
Masons. and Rizpah Shrine Temple
at Madisonville He had been
active in various clubs, organizations, and city government.
Born Nos. 5. 1926, in Calloway
Cony. he was the son of Agnes
Falwell Thurman and the late
Galen Miller Thurman Sr.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Pattie McNeely Thurman; two
daughters, Mrs. Gail Hendon and
husband. Freddy. and Ms. Anne
Thurman. Murray; two sons, Tripp
Thurman and wife. Sandra, and
Bob Thurman and wife, Teresa.
Murray, his mother, Mrs. Agnes
Thurman. Murray. two stepdaugh-

HOG MARKET

ters, Mrs. Banda Miller and husband, Tony, and Mrs. LeAnna
Jones and husband, Shawn,
Murray.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Bess Kerlick and husband.
Louis, and Mrs. Florence Fridy and
husband. Joe, Murray'. two
brothers. Bill P. Thurman and wife.
Uncut, and Joe T. Thurman and
wife, Nancy. Murray; five grandchildren, Ed T. Hendon, Doug P.
Hendon, Lisa Thurman and
Samantha Thurman, all of Murray,
and Matthew Thurman, Poplar
Bluff, Mo.; two stepgrandchildren,
Amber Jones and Haley Miller,
Murray; several nieces and
nephews.
Services will be Friday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis
Norvell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. Thursday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to March of Dimes.
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SPECIAL
Chicken
Sandwich

On1y"

29

Plus...A 2V2 oz.
Bag of Chips
and 16 oz. Fountain Drink

Videos & Money
Orders Available
Credit Cards May Be Used
For All Purchases
Excluding Lottery and
Money Orders

3/1

.11 ,,c‘ Avadelble
;e,r3 kcques1
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SUPERAMERICA

i i66

WE ACCEr
THESE
CREDIT CARDS

SuperAmenca Group, Inc

•

801 Coldwater Rd., Murray

HILLiAkD
iLYONS
• „),

(

5.

Subsidiary of Ashland Oil, Inc.

best investment
Is you.

r•

Amp,'•,, ar.gl
• • ., pt. sod 5 •
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Clip this coupon and SAVE!

OVO

Dr.Joe L. Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

FILM
DEVELOPING

ZT
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ARE DENTAL X-RAYS SAFE?

lour PhofoS Returned Already Bound in

a Beautiful

$1.00
OFF

or'

rif -Album

ray rrachines Older
are equipped with Eh,
elec',.ronic timing de. •
enable them to use high
X-ray film for short exposyre
times
The National (:onirrott..-f. on
Radiation Protection states
There is no scientiflr .'vi
dence that the proper use of
modern X-ray equipment for
dental diagnostic purposes
will be harmful to the patient

Show Your
Stars.*
in the
Galaxy
of Photos!
SEE YOUR PHOTO
DEPT FOR DETAILS

Jaw
if

4,

•

r

•ptres March 1, 1991

A

A
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A

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center

D.M D., 204 S 6th St., Phone
753.2642.

...1
novo
.Wirewt%

developing and printing
of C-41 process color
print original roll orders

VA

Prepared as a pui,,c service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,

I.

Special Good
Feb. 9-15

Views On
Dental Health
--,rnetimes dentist wish
Had the P:0•••i (f Suy.rr,..t AP 1, t !"jr. we 1,4,1P
y i ',no- of the
- ThPX
st
diagnos
-left-cr.). of the
and tr •
which sur
be seen hy
dear, -t .‘• They a re
.< ray film
y.,u ask ier me answer
dental X-rays are safe'
Millions of X-ray films have
',e'en taken by dentists with factual report of injury to
Fkposures
which
to take 66r ri seconds are
,w made in a fraction
a
Metal filters to keep
ick unwanted radiation are
-ndird on all new model X-

-my
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..7g are her fal.her.
LaCenter. her
Inez Laycox. Clinton.
Mrs. Barbara Penn.
and Mrs Yvonne Fnus.
.
Denver, Colo . two brothers, Loyd
Wayne Halley, Cunningham. and
Jewe:! Thomas Hatley, Tampa, ha
Funeral rites win be Thursday al
2 p.m in the chapel of Story and
Orr Funera] Home. Arlington. The
Rev B J Bennett will officiate.
follow in Berkley.
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after
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OPEN THURSDAY $
FEB. 14TH
$

Super Mom's Deli

Prices as of 10:00 AM
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BARGAIN BASEMENT

Galen Miller Thurman Jr.

Hurley Bondurant

753-2380

Hwy. 641 N.
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